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It is not easy, in present times, to write in 

an impartial manner on any topic involvlng the Soviet Union« 

One is quite liable to fall victim to his prejudices, pre-

conceived opinions, notions» likes and dislikes, and» - to 

adopt momentarily a Marxist conception -» to be influenced 

by one'a own social and economic background» 

Furthermore, the Soviet Union and its officlal 

Organa as well as repräsentatives abroad are never over-

anxious to volunteer Information» even of what we would con-

sider to be a general and harmless character» Consequently» 

it would not be difficult for an effort such as this to die 

of starvatlon for sources, even wlthin a very short time 

after its conception» 

The existing works on the Soviet Union» - the 

so-called secondary sources as far as this effort is con-

eerned» can roughly be divided into four main sectiona which 

however» still lend themselves to a further sub-diVision* 

First of all» we have the pro-Soviet and the anti-Soviet 

sources» as well as (and also including) the reliable and 

unreliable ones» These, of course» can be arranged in a 

number of ways» and also degrees, such as the "reliable pro-

Soviet " work, or the "very reliable anti-Soviet effort11» and 

the "somewhat unreliable anti-Soviet oritioism", eto» ad 

infinltum» 

Unfortunately, the firat division. that of the 

pro-Soviet and anti-Soviet efforts» applies most frequently 
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even in relatlon to such well-known and well-written schol-

arly efforts as F.L» Schumanfs Soviet Polltica (New York» 

1946) or de Baslly's Russla under Soviet Rule (London» 1938)» 

To this, we must add the numerous journalistic efforts which» 

written under the duress of the moment and, of course» al~ 

most always with a pecuniary motive in view, are invariably» 

to use a colloquial expresslon» "paint Jobs" - either highly 

red or snow-white» Instead, however, of criticising, it might 

be a more positive and constructlve policy to give credit 

where credit is due» 

Julian Towsterfs work« Polltlcal Power in the USSR 

(New York, 1946), is by far the most outstandlng work on the 

general problem of the Soviet government that I have happened 

to come acrose» Besides its clarity of expresslon» scope of 

conception» and logic of arrangement, it is charaoterized by 

a notable desire for impartiality and is notably sucoessful 

in achleving it« It was extremely useful in those parts of 

the Thesis in which the general strueture of the Soviet State 

was traoed, and the federal arrangements of the Soviet Con

stitution were pointed out» 

J« Kucharzewski's The Orlglna of Modern Russla. 

N« Berdyaev's The Russian Idea» and the late Prof» S« Harperfs 

works were invaluable in supplying the background to this 

modest undertaklng, Certain useful deductions and facta were 

drawn from the very enthusiastic book» The Peooles of thq 

Soviet Union« written by Corliss Lamont» Chairman of the Nat

ional Council for Amerloan-Soviet Friendship» 
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as all the other works comblned» It is no exaggeration to 

say, that this undertaking would almost have been imposslble 

or, at the very best, would have had to rely on secondary 

and highly out-dated Information if it had not been for the 

truly praiseworthy publication - The Current Digest of the 

Soviet Press« edlted and published weekly by the Joint Comm-

ittee on Slavonle Studies, under the guidance of such well-

known experts on the Soviet Union as Philip E« Moseley, Merle 

Fainsod, R«J« Kerner and others« By providing a news-worthy 

and accurate digest of the Soviet press, it made posslble 

not only the accumulation of highly useful facta, figuree, 

and quotations, but also made posslble a formulation of a 

general inslght into the life, thought, and work of an average 

Soviet cltisen« Its up-to-date coverage, matched only by the 

excellent choice of its selections, was instrumental In supply-

ing this writer wlth the latest Information on the Soviet Union 

from Soviet sources themselves» 
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USSR - Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

RSFSR - Ru8sian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic 

ASSR - Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic 

VKP/b - Vsesoyusnaya Komunisticheskaya Partia (bolshevikov) 
or 

A-ÜCP/B - All-Union Communist Party of Bolsheviks 
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or 

CC of A-UCP/B - Central Committee of All-Union Communist 
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RKF/b - Russkaya Komunlsticheskaya Partia (bolshevikov) 
or 

Russlan Communist Party of Bolsheviks (of the RSFSR) 

CEC- Central Executive Committee (as, e.g«, in the 
1924 Constitution) 

YCP or JCP 
or CPY or CPJ - Communist Party of Yugoslavia 

NOTE: 

Quotation« from the Soviet press, 
obtained through the Current Digest of 
the Soviet Press« are acknowledged in the 
following manner: 
I - the name of the newspaper, and data; 
II - volume number, publication number, 

and page number of the Digest« 
e«g« Pravda, March 18, 1960; 2:12-41» 
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INTRODUCTIOH. 

An erect, martial figure astride a white horse, 

a glittering sword attractlng the rays of the golden sun» 

a splendid uniform, an array of medals, and then the heavy 

thud of marching feet, the reeoillng tremor of determined, 

thunderous steps«»» Battalion after battalion marches by««« 

deadly-sharp bayonets pointing forward Above, on the 

horlzon, the sky suddenly seems to fall victlm to old age, 

wrinkles appear on its smooth surface« No, - it is the 

jet-propelled aircraft flying in formatlon« Their engines 

roar in unison, their wings almost touch««« And then the 

armoured formations, the artillery, naval units - all pass 

in front of thr reviewing-stand, where motlonless figure8 

are frozen in salute« And then the people««« thousands of 

them, young and old, workers, lntellectuals, peasant deleg-

ations, many national!ties«•«« carrying posters, pictures, 

flags« "Glory to the Armed Forces of the Soviet Union, 

standlng guard over the peace and security of our motherland* 

so reads one sign» Others follow: "Long live the Soviet 

frontier-guarde, vlgllant sentlnels of the sacred frontiers 

of our motherland", "Long live our great Soviet motherland -

stronghold of frlendshlp and the glory of the people8 of our 
1 

country"» Then many more, calling for increased production 

!• Pravda« Igvestla. Apr. 26, i960» 2:17-17. 

1 
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in all flelds of lndustry, appeals for intensifled patriot-

ism in education, for greater ideological emphasls in arts, 

ete» But all this is dominated by the dlsplay of armed 

might, the titanlc giant on parade» 

And that, in brlef, is the May Day Parade in 

Moscow, the greatest holiday of the first proletarlan State, 

which frowns upon all manifestatIons of "bourgeois-national-

ismw» 

Nationalism, which we will attempt to define later, 

has been the stlmulating force of European power-polltics 

for the last Century and a half; it is now In the process 

of sweeping the vast Aslatic continent, it has an exceedingly 

solid hold on the Latin republlcs in South and Central America« 

it has taken firm roots In the United States, it is being 

consclously and purposely developed And indoctrinated in Can-

ada, it is not being forgotten in the Soviet Union - in Short, 

lt is still a dominant force throughout the world» Nation

alism has played an important role In almost every war fought 

in the 19th and 20th centuries, lt has found historioal ex

presslon in the Treaty of Versailles, it is honoured by every 

wreath laid upon the Tomb of the Unknown Soldler - whether 

be it in Paris, Washington, or Warsaw» 

Nationalism is the second religion taught to school-

children from their very first day of clas#; the national 

language, the national history, the traditlons, the customs 
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Are all honoured, revered, and perpetuated« In every 

walk of life, the Citizen is impressed by the all-em-

braclng presence of this abstract and yet so concrete 

a force - whether he happens to be reading a dally news-

pap r, which almost always Stresses the natlonalistio 

angle (especially in forelgn relations), or whether he 

be licklng a postage stamp, which always, in one way or 

another, emphaslses the national features of hls community« 

The national holidays are celebrated wlth as great, if not 

greater, solemnlty and reverence as the most sacred re-

liglous rites; the martyrs of nationalism are certalnly 

not less revered than the most martyred heroes of the Church; 

the national cemeteries of fallen soldiers, where many a 

mother weeps for her contribution to this new faith, are 

monuments which stir the hearts of all true Citizens and 

lnsplre them to emulate, unto death if necessary, those civic 

virtuos which have now become so fashionable» 

This nationalism has added a new meaning and a 

wider scope to the ccncept of patriotlsm, which is usually 

associated wlth a territorially-deflnable area« It is more 

than a llking or attachment for a certaln home or province, 

for well known hills and Valleys where a man may have been 

born, brought up, where he lived, worked, and feit "at home"« 

This nationalism is rather a will, shared by many, to live 

together as a political unit, based on some common character-

istics, such as mutual traditions, culture, hlstory, religion, 
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language, and others« That none of these factors is a basic 

one is well illustrated by the fact that, for instance, Swlss 

nationalism is certalnly to be recognized despite four lan-

guages, two rellglons, and three cultural backgrounds while 

the Spanish-speaking South Americam continent is divided into 

some twenty republice, each highly chauvlnistic - despite one 

language, one rellglon, and one predominant cultural heritage« 

It is therefore, a spirltual, abstract, and highly 

emotional attachment to a political unlt, usually symbolized 

by State institutions, that characterizes nationalism, and a 

passlonate desire to live together in one common political 

associatlon may thüs be suggested as the Chief criterion of 

nationalism» This desire for common statehood is also aocomp-

anied by faith in thefuture accompllshments of the Community» 

actlng as a unit, and by a sense of associatlon of the in-

dividuals, composing the Community, wlth the communlty*s past» 

Nationalism is thus rationallzed as a necessary stage in the 

social development of men» By creating the optlmum conditiona 

for a close Integration of the individual wlth his Community, 

and by frequently associating the individualfs personal am-

bltions with theouccess of the communlty, nationalism makes 

imperative the total assertlon of the communltyfs alleged 

or assumed rights over all others« Hence nationalism9s fre-

quent intolerance» 

This intolerance often develops a partlcularly 

unpleasant form of expresslon when the state contains within 
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it minorlty groups. The nationally conscious majority 

very frequently attempts, in the name of superior culture, 

nobler history, economic necessity, or for the sake of 

future accomplishments, based on united effort (some tlmes 

called the national "misslon"), to force the minorlty group 

to abandon its own national dlstinctiveness« It is always 

clalmed that such a Step benefits not only the majority, 

but lnvariably also the minorlty, which is thus sald to be 

given greater scope for its ambltions and deslres« This 

point is well illustrated by the fact that the first Clements 

in minorlty groups to be asslmllated by the majority are 

usually the more able and ambitious persona, whose personal 

scope of action is limited by the conflnes of the minorlty 

communlty« 

Nationalism stepped lnto the breach created by 

Enllghtenment and by the growth of urban Centers - it stepped 

in to fill the role formerly played both by religlon and by 

the home-craft industry» The Church was the bond which held 

feudal society together in a splritual union; it was the 

emotional link, while the localized home-craft industry pro-

vided the economic, the materlal bond« The integrating funct-

ion, so necessary to satisfy the social needs of man, was thus 

provided by these two forces« Furthermore, loyalty to the 

existing authority was enforced not only by the coercive 

organs of the royal and feudal rulers but was also strengt he ned 

by supernatural sanctions« In almost all the European states 
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the Church either actively supported, or was employed by 

the rulers themselves (where they had the upper hand) to 

cement the structures of the regimes in power« 

It was in the Performance of rellgious rites, 

in the ceremonie8, in the atmosphere of tradition - of 

the past united witn the preaent and merging with the future -

that men satisfled their inerent desire for common spirltual 

expresslon, for mutual emotional unity, that they feit they 

were a part of a greater whole, which was worth more than 

they, which was sacred and eternal« The Enlightenment, which 

followed shortly after the Protestant reformation, served to 

weaken further the already slipping hold of dogmatism on the 

intellectual classes (including the rlsing mlddle class) and 

necessltated the rlse of a new "faith", a more suitable form 

of emotional appeal to provlde the necessary social Integration 

on a spirltual plane» A slmultaneous decline in the homecraft 

Industry meant that the home, the town, the local area were 

no longer able to fulfill the role of social Integration in 

the face of developing coramercial and industrlal expansion» 

Somethlng new was desired; something which llke the home, was 

capable of drawlng affectlon; something around which one's 

llfe would turn and on which it would depend for happiness, 

peace, and employment« The new "faith" and the new material 

source of Integration - these two were combined in the Nation-

State« It had the means to mould and direct the national 

character, it had the coercive power to impose its will-
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education, Propaganda, coercion were all at its disposal« 

The closely-knit national communlty soon de-

veloped an acute sense of Its own distinct Personality, 

matched only by its firm convictlon of its own inherent 

superiority as a corporate body, and that of its members 

as individuals over all other slmilar communities and their 

members« Such manifestations usually caused slmilar re-

actions in co-existing communities; a chaln-reactlon nat

ural ly followed« A vicious circle was thus easlly developed 

wlth each manlfestatlon stimulating the intensification of 

nationallstic feellng, reachlrg its culmlnation in national 

Chauvin! sm« 

This is particularly notable in totalitarian 

societies« The totalitarian State, by centering the focus 

of attention entirely on the proclaimed needs of the State, 

is a particularly devoted follower of nationalism, National

ism enables it to submerge individualIsm In the name of 

national necessity« Nationalism makes posslble the totality 

of its influence, A Citizen of such a State, who proudly 

calls himself a nationalist, is one who admits the priority 

of hls communlty over himself, and others like hlm, and who 

is wllllng to saotrifice all for the sake of hls state« A 

totalitarian state cultivates, and attempts to develop, such 

Citizens, and it is noteworthy that the USSR is classified 

as a totalitarian State» 

It will be the object of this thesis to determlne 

to what extent nationalism is a force in the Soviet Union» 
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In view of the multi-national character of the Soviet State, 

some preliminary thought will have to be given to its föderal 

structure, which coordinates the nations and nationalities of 

the USSR withln a state organism. The impact of the state 

upon the Citizen will likewise have to be examined to deter-

mine what methods are used to achieve the social Integration 

of the Citizen in the Community« Finally, an effort will be 

made to measure the purely Russian contributlon to Soviet 

nationalism, and to determine its importance and the slgnif-

icance of Its role in the fostering and inculcati on of an 

over-all Soviet nationalism upon the inhabitants of the USSR« 
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CHAPTER I, 

MARXISM AND THE MULTI-NATIONAL STATE 
ii m in i • i • ii mmmmmmmm • m — •• • • • • . • • • • • • • • 

"Marxlsts carry on a decisive struggle 
wlth nationalism in all its forma" 1 

- Lenin» 

The State, the political Community, and the 

Nation, the social communlty, are the foundations on which 

nationalism rests« Marxism condemns the first to the dust

bin of history, and limits the second to a mere cultural 

expresslon tolerated wlthln the proletarian soclety« The 

State, according to Marxism, is the method, the machinery 

of exploltatlon and suppression employed by the dominating 

capitalist eilte agalnst the schackled working class« The 

forma of the State may differ, they may ränge from one 

extreme to another, but essentlally they all perform the 

same role - that of denying to the labouring masses their 

rights« 

The ruling classes, apart from their basic re-

liance upon vlolence, employ also emotional appeals to 

strengthen the existing state-structure» Nationalism, the 

appeal to the "polltlcal-national" instinct of the Citizen, 

is the most typleal weapon employed« The worshlp of the 

state is propagated, the natural patrlotic instincts of man 

are channelled lnto blind adoratlon of this Leviathan, and 

the chains blnding the worker are thus tightened by the 

1» as quoted In Voprosy filogofil. Moscow, no» 2, 1948» 
1:1-11 from Works, Russian edltlon« vol« XIV, XVI« 
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worker himself» The workers of the different political 

communities, instead of unlting for their common good, 

are driven to blood-shed on behalf of an Institution which 

is subjecting them to the most cruel form of exploltation« 

Imperialism, the chlld of nationalism and the "highest stage 

of capltalism", is the obvious consequence of this vile 
1 

religlon of nationalism« 

Marx lacked a clear formulation of the concept of 

the Nation« To him, the question of national movements and 

national rights was synonomous with tactical strategy; prin-

clples were not Involved« It was on that basis that, for 

instance, Marx supported the Pollsh struggle for liberation« 

He did, however, deny any basic unity between the Nation and 

the State« This denial was obvlously the logical consequence 

of hls and Engels1 assertion of the eventual withering away 

of the State, which would not necessarlly be accompanied by 

the immediate disappearance of all national dlfferences and 

characteristics« The nation, as a cultural entity, would 

continue to exist for some time, at least. Stalin defined 

the Nation as "an historically formed stable communlty of 
people which arose on the basis of a communlty 

1« An interestlng elaboration is provided in Pravda, June 
7, 1949, by Liu Shao-chi, member of the Politbüro of the 
Central Committee of the Coirmunist Party of China, in hia 
article "On Int ernational ism and Nationalisa": "Imperial!»*, 
proceeding from the bourgeois nationalist treatment of the 
national question will, of courae, carry out aggression 
against other natlons whenever posslble; it is eatirely 
unable to ald other natlons in the cause of independence 
and freedom«•«•" ^«23*15 
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of language, territory, economic life and psychologlcal 
1 

make-up and which manifeste itself in a common culture»" 

Obviously, the stable, historical communlty could maintain 

its cultural, national characteristics even within the pro-

letarian content of the new society» 

In this transltional stage, before the final achieve-

ment of world communlsm is completed, these national communities, 

distinct from a national vlewpoint but still proletarian in 

content, would be tolerated« It was recognlzed that to attempt 

lmmedlately to erase all national distinctions would in effect, 

hamper the work of the Revolution« "Proletarian international-

ism recognlzes that the national peculiarities of the develop-

ment of individual people8, historically formed national trad-

itions exerta most substantial lnfluence on the clrcumstances 

in which the class struggle of the working masses of the peoples 

2 

goes on»" Hence for purely tactical reasons, the world pro

letarian conimunity would remaln divided into nationally con-

sclous groups, operating on the basis of equality« Former Priv

ileges for specific national communities, as for lnstance the 
Great Russian hegemony, would be swept away and would beoome 

3 
a thlng of the past« 

1« Stalin, Works, Russian ed«, vol« II, p« 296; Marxism and 
the National Question. p« 12, New York, 1942. 

2« Voprosy fllosofli, Moscow« no« 2, 1948, 1:1 
3« "In order to overcome the mistrust of the toillng masses 

of the oppressed countries toward the Proletariat of states 
that oppressed these countries, it is necessary to abolish 
any and all Privileges of any national group whatsoever, to 
grant complete equality of rights to natlons, to recognize 
the rights of colonies and of juridically unequal natlons 
to State Separation«««" -
VKP/b, V Resolution, p. 295; J« Towster, p« 57, Political 
Power in the USSR. New York, 1949« & ^ 
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The exploitation of one nation by another would 

disappear simulataneously with the disappearance of individ

ual exploitation of man by man« As the class conflicts with« 

in natlons abate, sowould the synthetically stlmulated inter* 

national conflicts fade away and national subjugatlon would 

give way to international Cooperation and equality« "The 
1 

brotherhood of workers of all natlonalities" would finally 

become a reality« There would be no place or need for 

nationalism« 

It must be emphaslzed agaln, that this enhanced 

Position of national cultures would be merely a temporary, 

transitlonal arrangement« Lenin specifically condemned any 

attempts to create purely national cultures, based on trad-

Ition, state power, or sense of mlsslon« An international 

communlty was, and remained the final ideal, and world pro-

gress was to be achleved on the basis of large-scale indust-

rialized economies which would cut across national frontiers 
2 

and would« in time, supplant national economies» Conse-

quently, should a conflict ever arise between the needs of 

the worklng class as a whole and purely national rights, the 

1» Lenin, Collected Works (New York, 1936), XX, book 1, p«144» 
2« This should not be interpret*d to mean that purely economic 

considerations would be enough to do away with national 
divisions« "•••In dealing with the national question one 
should not conslder that economic unity Is indispensable 
at all costs". - Lenin, Works« vol. XXIV, p« 154, Russian 
editlon« 
See also Lenin on Relations between Socialist States. 
Mllovan Djilas, Beigrade, 1949, pp« 38-44» 
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latter would obviously have to bow to the former and adapt 
1 

itself to the new circumatances« 

The growth of the Proletariat, on an international 

level, would of necessity proceed to erase national peculiar-

ities and distinctions. In time, after the purely national 

cultures had expanded to their capacity and had performed 

their historical role, an international culture, with even 

posslbly a common language, would become universal« Thus the 

final stage in the "national-international" development of 

the Proletariat would have been reached« 

Lenin, and later Stalin, were destined to put the 

theories of Marxism to the severe test of practical appllcation 

within the territories of the multi-national Tsarist Empire» 

When first formulating their revolutionary policy and sketchlng 

the outlines of a future proletarian communlty, the Russian 

revolutionäres, Lenin above all, had to take cognlzance of 

several salient facta, which were bound to influence greatly 

any orthodox appllcation of theory to fact» 

They had to note, pay due attention to, and draw 

the proper conclusions from the fact that the Russian communlty, 

although dominant and numberlcally the strongest, was in the 
2 

minorlty in Tsarist Russia» They had to be aware of the fact 

1» Stalin, op« cit», XII Congress, RKP/b» 

2« This has now changed in favour of the Russian Community» 
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that Tsarist Russia contained within its confines peoplee, 

like the Poles, Finns, Balte, who claimed cultural super-

iority over the dominant Russian natlonality« The valldity 

or lack of valldity of this Claim notwithstandlng, their 

hlatorical western orientation in a country where western 

culture, although possibly despised by some circles, was 

looked up to, certainly gave such people a degree of national 

promlnence and enhanced their desire for national state In-

dependence» They were only too conscious of the co-existence 

of revolutionary parties within these natlons - but, and this 

was highly Important, they were, like the Polish Socialist 

Party (PPS) or the Ukrainian Revolutionary Party (RUP), highly 

nationalistic, and their first aim was Separation from Tsarist 

Ruasia and not social revolution« The Russian Marxist leädere 

knew that the eastern and south-eastern domains of the Empire 

were illlterate, primitive, lacked entlrely any "class con-

sciousness"« The remaining two major groups, the Ukrainlans 

and the Byelo-Russlans (the former already possessing small 

highly nationalistic cells) were just beginning to develop 

their national consciousness and their future direction was 

as yet uncertaln» 

To all this must be added the firm conviction held 

by Lenin, and shared by some of his colleagues, that the future 

revolution, although possibly originating in Russia, could not 

maintaln ltself unless its flames engulfed at least the ad-

joining areas. It had to be Supplement ad and supported by 
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revolutions in the more industrially developed areas of 

1 

Europa« Trotsky was especially fearful lest the Revol

ution, contained within the confines of Russia, became 

vitiated by the economically primitive, backward, and un

progressive Russian environment« In the meantime, of course, 

the Marxist leaders would do all that was in their power to 

defand the revolution and would proceed to establlah the 

new society» 

National self-determination could possibly retain 

for the Revolution natlons which, hitherto, feit themselves 

to be oppressed. Even if it failed to retain Poland, it would 

certainly provide a counter-weight to any growing national 

sentiments in the Ukraine, Byelo-Russia, and the Cat< casus, 
2 

and would tend to lassen national anlmosities» It would make 

posslble national dlgnlty wlthout absolute state sovereignlty« 

"Although a really democratic centralized republic can give 

more freedom than a föderal republic, the latter under certain 
5 

circumstances can be consldered a step forward«" This agaln 
was a question of tactics« Rather than lose valuable terr-

ltories, and large populatlons, the Russian revolutionär!es 

1» "The absolute truth is that without a revolution in Ger-
many, we shall perish" - Lenin, March 7, 1918; 
"The existence of the Soviet Republic side by side with 
Imperialist states for any length of tlme is inconceiv-
able" - Lenin, 1919» 
As quoted In Shachtman, 'The S trug gl e for the New Course. 
New York, 1943 (Trotakylte writer). """ 

2« Lenin recognized that "perfectly legltimate hatred" of 
formerly subjugated natlons for the former oppressor would 
peraist for some time after the Revolution; Collected 
Works, XIX, p. 299 

3» Lenin, The State and Revolution, rev« ed«, p« 60 
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preferred to delay the setting up of a unitary state, and 

establish a föderal union in order to entice the various 

nationalities of the former Empire into the proletarian 

state« "Time and again, glven a real democratic order, a 

federation constitutes only a transltional step to a really 
1 

democratic centralis»". 

The failure of world revolution to materiallze, the 

liquidatlon of Rosa Luxemburg, the smashlng of the red regime 

in Bavaria, the failure of Bela Kun In Hungary, the Soviet 

defeat at the gates of Warsaw, and the internal exhaustion 

followlng the victoriously concluded Civil War, necessitated 

the abandonment of any plana for a rapidly expanding commun-

istic society and the strengthenlng of the structure of the 

new Soviet state, which still contained Important national 

mlnorities with adeveloping sense of national awareness» The 

national aspiratlons of the non-Russian peoples had to be 

compromlsed with the socialist content of the state« The 

Solution arrived at combined suppression with toleration. 

Nationalism, as such, was to be condemned as counter-

revolutionary and extinguished» "The deviation towards nat

ionalism is the adaptation of the Internationalist polioy of 

the working class to the nationalist policy of the bourgeoisie« 

The deviation towards nationalism reflects the attempts of 

•one's ownf, »national1 bourgeoisie to undermine the Soviet 

1» Lenin, March 28, 1918; Towster, p» 63» 
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1 
System and to restore capitalism"« Such tendencies were most 

marked in the Ukraine and the Caucasian lands, but, in the 

early stages, even Great Russian chauvinism was severely att-
2 

acked and criticised« On the other hand, the development of 

local cultures was to be tolerated and even encouraged« Above 

all this, Soviet patrlotism, supra-national and all-embracing, 

was to flourish, uniting the various nationalities of the 

Union in a common bond of allegiance« 

This Solution was duly lmplemented by the leaders of 

the Revolution« An Important feature of this Solution, and 

this has a bearing on the whole development of Soviet national

ism, was the fact that it was imposed by force on the leading 
3 

non-Russian communities« The leading force in the entire Bol-

shevll movement, and this is frequently emphasized by the präs

ent Soviet press, was the Russian Proletariat and it was the 

force that imposed its own Solution of the natlonality problem 
4 

on the other nationally consclous groups in the Soviet Union» 

Russia, following the Separation from the Empire of its 

1» Stalin, Report to the XVII Party Congress; Problems of 
Lenlnism, p« 348, New York, 1942» 

2» It ls noteworthy, though, that the last major attack on 
Great Russian chauvinism took place as far back as 1930; 
lt was never the cause of a mass purge, as for lnstance, 
in the Ukraine, where nationalist deviation was the object 
of severe police measures« See W.E.P« Allen The Ukraine. 
Cambridge, 1940« - — — - — — — 

3« The fate of the Byelo-Russlan Rada, the Ukrainian Rada and 
Directorate, the Georgian socialist Republic, etc., ls illust« 
rative» 

4« In the elections to Legislative Assemblies in 1918 the Bol
sheviks polled many more votes in the Russian areas than in 
the Ukraine; in Moscow and Smolensk regions - 56#, in Tver -
54#, while in Poltava region - 4#, in Kiev - 3#, in Volhynia 
*%• The Ukrainian Quarterlv. vol« V, no» 4, p« 333» 
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western domaina, was economlcally the most developed area 

in the Soviet state; its Proletariat was the backbone of the 

Revolution; its armies established and maintained the Bol-

shevll supremacy» By 1921 the time had come for the consol-

idation of vlctory« It was clear that the former pollcy of 

abject Russificatlon could not be compromlsed with Marxist 

theory« Furthermore, such a policy would clearly oause a re-

action, especlally in the Ukraine, and also Georgia and Byelo 

russia« It was, therefore, consldered much more expedient 

not only to tolerate these nationally conscious peoples but 

at the same time to offset them by the development of other, 

at that time nationally underdeveloped nationalities, espec

lally in the south-east« By creating a multi-national union, 

without national suppression, but wlth a hard, central national 

core composed of the largest national group, internal stab-

llity, it was hoped, would be established and national dis-

senslon elimlnated« 

On that premlse, the föderal Soviet state was set up» 
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CHAPTER II 

THE PATTSRN OF SOVIBT FEDSRALI3M 
i - • n r i • " — - "- ~ - — — — ^ -

To deal effectively with the question of Russo-

Soviet Nationalism, its component elements must be duly re-

cognized. The föderal State structure must likewlse be out-

lined, as the limits of local autonomy have definite bearing 

on the growth of a common feeling of national identity. In 

this respect, primary attention will be paid to the provis-

ions of the 1936 Constitution, following a mere sketch of 

the first two constitutional arrangements. The multi-national 

character of the Soviet Union is its particular feature, and 

some brief prellmlnary attention must be given to the general 

composltion of the Soviet state« 

The total population of the USSR is estimated at 
1 

about 200 millions people of some 60 tongues and nationalities. 

The largest ethnic group within the Union is the Russian, con-

sistlng of some 105 milllon inhabitants; the other leading 
2 

nationalities being some 25 - 35 milllon Ukrainians, 8«5 

million Byelo-russians, 5 milllon Uzbeks, about 4 milllon 

Georgians and 4.5 million Tartars« 

The largest unit in the present USSR is the Russian 

Soviet Federated Socialist Republic, containlng about 114 million 

1» See Appendix I» 
2« The smaller figure is advanced by Ukrainian experts abroad 

who Claim that the Ukrainian population has decreased stead-
ily under Soviet rule« See the testimony of L.E« Dobriansky 
Prof« of Economies at Georgetown Unlversity, before the 
Senate Foreign Relations Sub-Committee. Feb« 9, 1950 (on 
genoeide)» 
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people, of which 84 million are Great Russians» The remaining 

30 million odd inhabltants of the RSFSR belong to 31 officially 

recognlzed minoritles, dlvided, according to Article 22 of the 

1936 Constitution, into 16 Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republlcs, 
1 

and 6 Autonomous reglons» The RSFSR is territorlally the most 

imposing of the Union Republlcs, occupying £ of the entire area 

of the USSr, stretching from the western boundarlea of the Byelo-

Russlan Republic t o the Bering Sea« I t s non-Russian populat ion 

consists of such varied Clements as the Finno-Ugrians in the 

north and the Kazan Tartars and the Kalmyks in the south« Uhtil 

recently a German communlty existed on the Volga basin, but during 

the recent world conflict it was eliminated as a potential centre 

of subversive activity and Its population was moved out, pre-
2 

sumably in a northern direction» 

The second major unit, and the sore-spot of national

istic tendencles, is the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, 

consisting of some 30 - 35 million people, 2/3 of whom are Ukraln-

lans. The Ukrainlans have a definite national traditlon, customs, 

culture , literature, and hlstory; they have become, over the 

last 30 years, acutely aware of their national identity and have, 

on several occaslons, the most recent (1944 - tili to-day) being 

1« The German ASSR was abolished in 1941; the Kalmyk, Chechen-
Ingush and Crimean ASSRs, and the Karachaev Aut. Region were 
abolished during fcnd after the war for collaboration« Brief 
Soviet Bncyclopedla« which spoke of these peoples in 1943, 
does not even raention them in 1948« The population is believed 
to have been deported; names of local towns and regions have 
now been changed« 

2» See testimony of former Soviet prisoners, as e.g« in 
Sprawiedllwoac Sowlecka (Soviet Justice), S« Mora'and 
P« Zwiernlak, Rome, 1945» 
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the activlty of the UPA (Ukrainian Insurgent Army), forcibly 

expressed their desire for separate and independent state-

hood« During the years 1918-20, an independent Ukrainian 

state was actually set up and lt waged armed struggle against 

the Polish Republic, and later against the advancing Red Army» 

A Ukrainian Government-in-Exile contlnues to exlst tili this 

day; nationalist Ukrainian organlzations were extremely actlve 

in Poland and Czechoslovakla in the lnter-war period» The in-

dustrial development in the last 20 years, coupled with the 

famine of 1930 and the elimination of the Kulaka, has lntro-

duced into the Ukraine a large non-Ukrainian population con-

centrated in the Industrial centres (Eharkov, the Donbas, etc)« 

This population, mostly Russian, is at the present time estim-

ated at about 10 - 11 milllon people« This fact has, quite 

natuvally, given rise to the assertion, frequently made abroad 

by Ukrainian leaders, that the Ukraine ls being depopulated 

of its own ethnlc group« 

The Byelo-Russlan Republic, on the western approaches 

of the Soviet Union, was witness in 1918-19 of some abortive 

attempts to establish an Independent state« These efforts 

collapsed beoause of the advance of the Red Army westward, and 

Byelo-Russian national leaders moved abroad to continue their 

activitles there« In Byelo-Russia itself, nationalism, on a 

scale such as that which developed in the Ukraine, did not 

manifest itself and the existence of the Byelo-Russlan SSR 

has not been too severely threatened by lndigenous nationalism» 
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The Baltic republlcs, the annexatlon of which has 

not been recognized by either the US or the UK, constltute a 

special case by themselves, and cannot be treated in the same 

category as the other units of the USSR« They have had a history 

of some 20 years of national independence, are deflnitely western 

in culture and civilleation, and can only be considered as an 

occupied territory, uraler forsign domination» 

Georgia, the native soll of Josef Vissarionovltch 

Djugashvili Stalin, was seized by force in 1922 by the Red Army 

and established as a Soviet Socialist Republic some time after

ward s« Local nationalistic tendencles, emphasized by national 

resistance, were eliminated in a purge, supervised personally 

by Stalin« In reference to this, Lenin wrote on Dec. 31, 1922: 

"It is of course necessary to hold Stalin and Dzerzhinsky re-

sponsible for all this out-and-out Great Russian nationalistic 
1 

campaign«" 

The other republlcs of the USSR are now in the process 

of economic and political development and do not as yet con

stltute a major danger to the unlty and stability of the Soviet 

State« They are under political and economic tutelage and only 

In time could they posslbly develop Separatist national tendencles» 

Until the Promulgation of the 1924 Constitution, the 

Soviet republlcs were joined together by a series of treaties 

concluded individually by the component republlcs with the RSFSR 

1» Trotsky, Stalin, p« 361, New York, 1941» 
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but not with each other« Such functions as were delegated to 

a common authority were performed by existing Commlsariats of 

the RSFSR» The Peoplefs Commisariat for the Affairs of the 

Nationalities, headed by Stalin, was glven the function of re-

presenting and regulating the affairs of the various national

ities of the Soviet state, and of dlrecting and hastenlng the 

process of sovletization through the creation of local cells 

of Communist Party workers from among the local population« 

The republlcs retalned control over forelgn affairsj the Ukraine, 

for instance, malntalned separate legations abroad, and had 

forelgn representatives accredited to lt at Kharkov« 

A central State apparatus and a formal constitutional 

division of powers were created by the 1924 Constitution, part I 

of which stated that the Union is "a voluntary associatlon of 

peoples enjoying equal rights"« The nationalities of the Union 

were guaranteed representation In the C.E.C« Council of Nation

alities, equal representation being glven to all the republlcs, 

and equal representation also being granted to all the national 

regions« This Provision was particularly attacked by the Uk-

rainians, who feit that such an arrangement gave an disproport-

lonately heavy representation to the RSFSR whlle relegating the 

other republlcs to a secondary posltion» They suggested in-

stead that only those states which concluded the original treat-

ies of union be rwpresented, and only on an equal basis as en-

tities« The Ukrainian Suggestion was rejected, after vigorous 

criticism and stormy debate« The 1924 Constitution, as finally 

adopted, created the ground-work for the existing Soviet Con-
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stitution of 1936« The two types of Coamissariats, All-Union 

and Uhion-Republican, were established; definite division of 

powers arranged; a second Chamber, based on the nationality 

prlnciple, set up; common citizenship, again in splte of Uk

rainian protests, accepted; and plans for the economic devel

opment of the more primitive areas formulated« 

The 1936 Constitution of the USSR made no revolut

ionary changes in the föderal pattern of the Soviet state« 

Since lt is, however, the formal expresslon of existing Soviet 

state reality, a more careful analysis of Its federal aspects 

will have to be made in this, and in the following chapter, 

to determine the scope of autonomy of its associated units» 

Article 13 of the Constitution states: "The Union 

of Soviet, Socialist Republlcs ls a federal State, formed 

on the basis of the voluntary associatlon of Soviet Socialist 

Republlcs having equal rights, namely n«««the names of the 

Republlcs follow. The next article outllnes the functions 

and Jurisdiction of the central state apparatus, qulte wide 
1 

in scope and covering the essentlal fields of state activity« 

The residuary power is left to the Union Republlcs, which have 

their own Constltutions drawn, however, "in füll conformity 
2 

with the Constitution of the USSR", and which are, otherwise 

fully sovereign to the polnt of possessing the right to secede 

from the Union» By special amendment, passed by the Supreme 

Soviet on February Ist, 1944, the constitutional provisions 

1» See Appendix II» 

2» Article 16» 
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of article 14 were changed to permlt the Union Republlcs the 

rlght of Organization of their own military formations, and 

to set up local Ministries of Defense« Simultaneously, the 

Peoplefs Commi8arlat for Defense (the term Minlstry is now 

used) was transformed from an All-Union into a Union-Repub-

llcan PeopleYs Commissarlat« On the same day, another amend-

ment gave the Union Republlcs slmilar Privileges in the field 

of forelgn affalrs and simllarly transformed the People's 

Commisariat for Foreign Affalrs into a Union-Republlcan Comm

issarlat» It was on the basis of the latter amendment that 

the Ukrainian and Byelo-Russlan Republlcs qualified for mem-

bership in the United Natlons Organization« 

Within its own territory the Union Republlcs have 

Jurisdiction over education (there is no analogous Minlstry 

in the central government), social Insurance, local industry, 

motor transport, and communal economy» They share Juris

diction wlth the central government on matters involvlng llght 

industry, flnance, and health« The control of ta» avy industry 

is retalned by the central authorltles« In the realm of the 

administration of justice, the Union Republlcs possess their 

own Supreme Courts, Territorial and Regional Courts, Courts of 

Autonomous regions and Area Courts, elected by local popuXationf, 

which administer laws passed by the Supreme Soviet of the USSR» 

The state entities are, furthermore, guaranteed a 

voice in the central state organs of the USSR through their 
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particlpation in the electoral process on an equal basis« 

Thus the Soviet of Nationalities, which shares equal powers 

with the Soviet of the Union, is elected on the basis of 

"twenty-five deputies from each Union Republic, eleven de-

puties from each Autonomous Republic, five deputies from each 
1 

Autonomous Region and one deputy from each national area«" 

In addltlon to this, the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet in 

practica, includes in Its body a number of Vlce-Presidents 

corresponding to the number of Union Republlcs, each Republic 

being represented by one« Although there ls no set practica, 

the Council of Ministers of the USSR usually includes in its 

number members from the various nationalities of the Union« 

In the above manner, the letter of the Constitution 

seems to guarantee to the Union Republlcs a certain, even if 

limited, area of autonomy and seif-government and, at the same 

time, establishes central state organs within which the aspir-

ations of the national communities can again find due expresslon 

and play a role in the formulation of state policy« It is on 

that foundation that the Union of Soviet Socialist Republlcs 

includes itself In the category of federal states« 

The widely advertised official Soviet nationalities 

policy, which has given rlse to such glowing descriptions as, 

for instance, Lamontfs The Peoples of the Soviet Union, flnds 

1» Article 35» 
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its roots in Marxist denunclation of national suppression, 

in expediency, and in the provisions of the 1936 Constitution» 

It must be, however, admitted, that in some respects great 

strides have been made and some improvements achieved« The 

official policy of Russiflcation, typical of the Tsarist ti^es, 

has glven place to the official development of local cultures 

in the hltherto primitive and illiterate dlstricts. Local 

languages have been codified (witness, for instance, the first 

edition of a Georgimn dlctionary, containing some 125,000 worda) 

and local literatures encouraged« "Laws passed by the Supreme 

Soviet of the USSR are published In the languages of the Union 

Republlcs over the signatures of the President and Secretary 
1 

of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR". Court 

proceedings are conducted in local tongues and llllteracy, 
2 

generally speaking, is in the process of eliminatlon. The 

official nationalities policy lays Claim to the Stimulation 

of national consciousness of the various peoples of the Union« 

Discrlmination is combatted and eradlcated« Newspapers, mag-

azines, books appear in many languages, and local theatres 

and cinemas, featuring local films, have been established» 

Education ls conducted in the national language, and national 

1» Article 40« 
2» This however is not as complete as Soviet Propaganda would 

have the world believe« P« Yudin, in Soviet Culture. Mos-
cow, 1943, admitted that 60# of the population over 50 
years of age was still illiterate« 
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universales have been established in the Union Republlcs« 

Economic inequallty is said to be in process of 

elimination as a result of the great strides towards indust-

rializatlon being made In all the Union Republlcs. Economic 

development, by which is meant the growth of the industrial 

Proletariat, is the primary Marxist criterion for equality 

between the varlous communities. Hence the policy of in-

dustrializatlon was to provlde the necessary basis for a real 

splrit of Cooperation and self-respect between the national 

units of the Union« The former colonlzation by a dominant 

majority was to be replaced by the d evelopment of a local in

dustrial class, working and managing its own industrial Potent

ial, and exploitlng its own natural resources« The Republlcs, 

through a planned economy, were to advance immediately from a 

primitive economic condition into socialist society, avolding 

entirely the evil consequences of oapltallsm as an intermedlary 

3tage. 

The official Soviet nationalities policy, while 

supporting the development of local cultures and autonomy, at 

the same time combats any manlfest&tions of nationalism, which, 

as already polnted out, are severely attacked. In the Ukraine, 

for lnstance, the policy of "Ukrainization" during the NEP 

period was not accompanled by any slowing down of the elimination 

of those elements which supported Separation from the Union» 

The official nationalities policy tolerates cultural development 
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as long as it does not Inf ringe upon the integrity of the 

Soviet Union« Officially by the ultimate aim of the Soviet 

society, ls the flowering of the national cultures, tolerant 

and friendly to one another, and enriching their Joint heri-

tage, just as the colours of the rainbow anrieh their Joint 

span» 
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CHAPTER III 

THE LOCUS OF POWüR IN aPVIifl? FSDERALISM 

Soviet federallsm, through its constitutional 

provlslons, guarantees to the associated national communities 

not only cultural autonomy but a definite sphere of political 

action« The units are granted both seif-government and the 

opportunlty of participation in the oentral government. The 

USSR Constitution, according to Stalin, proceeds from the 

proposition that "all natlons and races, irrespective of their 

past and present position, irrespective of their strength or 

weakness, shall enjoy equal rights in all spheres of the 
1 

economic, social, political and cultural life of society«" 

It will be the object of this chapter to estimate 
2 

the realitles of federallsm, The question whether the Soviet 

state actually tolerates local autonomy on a large scale, is 

bound to affect the development or lack of development of a 

Soviet nationalism, embracing all nationalities« A trend 

towards greater central!zation would be bound to promote con-

flict wlth the more highly developed national communities, 

and would necessitate a greater reliance on the support of 

of the dominant national group in the Soviet Union« 

1» Stalin, Nov« 25, 1936, Extraordlnary Eighth Congress of 
the Soviets of the USSR; Problems of Leninist^ p« 388« 

2» See also Towster, Political Power in the USSR. and J« 
Hazardfs conclse analysis in Foreign Governments. edited 
by F.M. Marx, New York, 1949, entitled *The Socialist 
State: The Soviet Union and Its Orbit." 
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The Union Republlcs, in their internal constit-

utional Organization, are patterned on the central govern

ment» Their state InstitutIons are organized like the ana-

logous Offices operating in Moscow« The powers which they 

are officlally granted are in fact in many respects left in 

abeyance or exercised on their behalf by the central organs 

of the USSR« 

The privilege of maintainiag dlplomatic relations 

with forelgn states has not been enjoyed by a Single Union 

Republic, Including the Ukraine and Byelo-Russia, which have 

been limited only to partlcipation In the United Natlons 

Organization« No forelgn diplomats are accredlted to any of 

the Union Republlcs and no affective Commlssariats for Foreign 

Affairs have been established in any of the Union Republlcs« 

The same is true in relation to Defense« Although the rlght 

of organizlng military formations has been hailed as an in-

crease in local autonomy and a concession to national aspir-

ations, not a Single Union Republic has seen fit to appolnt 

a Commlssar for Defense and to set up a military apparatus 

of its own« 

The constitutionally guaranteed rlght of secession 

(Art« 17) takes on a dublous valldity when it is considered 

that in a number of trials of "bourgeois nationalists" and 

"counter-revolutionaries" one of the charges made against 
1 

the accused was plotting to secede« Stalin, furthermore, 

1« e.g» trials of Ukrainian "nationalists", 1930-33 (see 
Chapter XI) and the purge of 1937» 
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has made numerous reservations to this right and has ln-

dicated that the Communist Party would in fact oppose any 
1 

attempts to secede« 

Central control of decentralized branches of gov

ernment is maintained through the loophole provlded by Art-
2 

icle 76 of the Constitution« The list of enterprises in 

question ls decided by the Central government of the USSR 

and direct adminlstration of enterprises Coming under the 

competence of Union Republlcs can be and is achieved in that 

manner« Thus for example in the Shoe Industry, which is a 

light industry and hence theoretically under the Union Re

publlcs, 71 million out of the total of 175 million pairs 

of shoes provlded for in the Five Year Plan will be produced 

by agencies controlled directly by the central government. 

The Union Republlcs have no control over the industrial power; 

Azerbaijan has no control over the development of Baku, the 

Ukraine has little to do with Dnepropetrovsk or Krivoi Rog 

and Georgia does not explolt its manganese iron ore deposits. 

In the field of finance, the Union Republlcs» bud-

gets are mere shadows of the sections of the All-Union budget 

1« Stalin, op« clt., XII Congress of RKP-b« 
2« "The Union-Republican People fa Commissariats, as a rule, 

direct the branches of state adminlstration entrusted to 
them through the corresponding People1s Commissariats of 
the Union Republlcs; they administer directly only a 
limited and definite number of enterprises according to 
a llst confirmed by the Presidlura of the Supreme Soviet 
of the USSR." - art« 76 of the USSR Constitution» 
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relating to the Union Republlcs» The Minister of Finance 

of the USSR, in his annual report, announces the distribution 

of the budgetary provisions for the individual Republlcs, and 

the Republican budgets adjust themselves to that distribution» 

The Republlcs, furthermore, collect the turn-over tax on be

half of the central authorities and are granted a certain per-
1 

centage of lt for their own state budgets» 

The control of motor transport diminishes in im-

portance when lt ls considered that main rellance in the sphere 

of Communications in the USSR is still on the railroads and 

that the development of motor transportation is still lagging 

behind« Also, motor transport, when viewed from a Strategie 

point of view, becomes the domain of the military authorities 

of the USSR which assume control over the construetion of 

Strategie roads« In fact, the control over motor transport 

glven to the Union Republlcs degenerates into the Obligation 

to supervise and maintaln the roads In good condition; a form 

of corvee is usually imposed on communities bordering the roads, 

the respon8ibility for the condition of the road being should-

ered by the coimnunity« 

Although education falls within the administrative 

scope of the Union Republlcs, and People's Commlssars of Ed

ucation have been appointed by the Union Republlcs (art« 83), 

Article 14 of the Constitution gives the "hlghest organs of 

State authority and organs of government" of the USSR juris-

1« e«g«, Report by USSR Minister of Finance, A«G« Zveriv 
on USSR State Budget for 1950« Pravda and Izvestia * 
June 14, 1950» —SiEFlk. 
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diction over the "establishment of basic principles in the 

spheres of education««." By a special decree passed in 

1935, which crltlcised "unsatisfactory" text-booka in non-

Russian schools, the Commissariats of Education of the Union 

Republlcs were furthermore prohibited from making any changea 

in approved test-books« As additional llmitatlon of control 

of the local state organs over education occurred when the 

Union-Republican Minlstry of Higher Education was established, 

which clearly gave the central government an increased say in 

the management and direction of educational institutions 
1 

throughout the Soviet Union« 

The Central Government of the USSR controls all the 

contacts of the USSR wlth the outside world« It speaks, 

through Its Minlstry for External Affairs, for the entire 

Union; through the All-Union Minlstry of Foreign Trade, the 

forelgn commercial policy of the Union is crystalized and 

formulated« Individual Union Republlcs have no trade relations 

with forelgn countries« Their economic development is patterned 

on the five Year Plan, prepared by the Goaplan Commission for 

the entire Union, on which the individual Union Republlcs base 

their own smaller five-Year Plans, as mere sectlons of the 

over-all undertaking« The planned distribution of the industrial 

1« e.g« "The Soviet Government and the Communist Party are 
giving much attention to public education in the Estonian 
Republic« A sharp struggle is being waged against survivals 
of the old bourgeois society, against reactionary teaching 
concepts«««" Izvestla. Apr« 18, 1950 2:16-57 
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centers, and the frequent Separation of manufacturing plante 

from the sources of raw materials makes unlikely the achieve-

ment of complete economic self-sufficiency by any Union Re

public« The adminlstration of heavy industry by the All-

Union Ministries means that the central government is in eff-

ective control of the most Important sphere of Soviet economic 

lifo« The Soviet drive for industrializatlon ls relying en-

tirely on the development of heavy industry, and this falls 

within the administrative sphere of competence of the central 

state organs« In early 1949, the Council of Ministers of the 

USSR contalned some 38 economic minlstrles and of these 28, 
1 

mostly heavy industry, were All-Union Minlstrles« 

The effectlve police control is centralized in the Union-

Republlcan Minlstry of Internal Affairs (MVD) and in the Union-

Republican Minlstry of State Security (MGB), agents of which 

penetrate every walk of life and are employed as co-workers 

in all the economic enterprises of the Soviet system« Their 

omnipotence is best measured by the fact that every minlstry 

in the Republlcs has a special section, consisting of repräsent

atives of the MGB, responslble only and directly to the MGB, 

which performs a supervisory function over the political re-
2 

liability of the Republican minlstry« The arbitrary power 

of arrest and detention wlthout trlal up to a period of 5 years 

1« Fainsod, "Recent Developments in Soviet Public Admin
istration", The Journal of Politics. Nov« 1949, p« 686, op«cit» 

2» Ibid, p« 689, op« cit» 
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1 
granted by decree to those coercive organs of the State, 

serves to enhance further their position and to diminlsh 

local autonomy» 

In addition, the Constitution grants the Presidium 

of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR the power to annul "decisions 

and Orders of the Council of Peoplefs Commissars of the USSR 

and of the Councils of Peoplevs Commissars of the Union Re-
2 

publics in case they do not conform to law," and "the Council 

of Peoplefs Commissars of the USSR has the rlght, in respect 

of those branches of adminlstration and economy which come 

within the Jurisdiction of the USSR, to suspend decisions and 

ordere of the Councils of People's Commissars of the Union Re

publlcs, and to annul Orders and Instructions of Peoplefs 
3 

Commissars of the USSR"« During the war, sections "e" and 
4 

"f" of art« 14 have been interpreted as givlng the central 

authorities the rlght to abolish existing constitutlonally 

recognlzed communities and the Volga German ASSR, the Kalmyk 

ASSR, Chectaen-Ingush ASSR and Crime an ASSR, and the Karachaev 

(Karachal) Autonomous reglon were abolished by decree« The 

existing national communities were slmply eradicated and 

extinguished» 

1« Ibid« p. 711, op« cit» See also Sprawledllwosc Sowiecka. 
Chapter II« 

2« Art« 49e of the USSR Constitution« 
3« Art« 69 of the USSR Constitution. 
4« See Appendix II» 
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It is thus to be seen that the locus of power of 

the Soviet federallsm lies definltely within the organs 

of the central adminstration, but in which the federal 

unlts are still represented - as, for instance, in the 

Soviet of Nationalities. An argument may, therefore, be 

made in favour of the asserted autonomy or at least in 

favour of the supposed participation of the federal units 

in the central organs of the adminlstration» This argument 

fadea when faced by Soviet reality« A most superficial ex-

amination of the role of the Supreme Soviet in adminlstr

ation and in the legislative process indlcates what a minor 

role this body plays in Soviet politics. Its sesslons are 

extremely brlef; legislation ls passed en masse unanimously; 

no crlticisms of the government are ever made; no amendments 

to government legislation, and there is no other kind, pro-

posed. It is truly a rubber-stamp in the füll meaning of 

the word« 

The body which in effect rules the Soviet Union, directs 

its policy, and lmposes its will on every sphere of Soviet 

life is the Communist Party of Bolsheviks, briefly mentioned 

in article 126 of the USSR Constitution as the Organisation 

in which "the most active and polltically most conscious 

Citizens in the ranks of the working class and other sections 

of the working people unite.«" It "is the vanguard of the 

working people in their struggle to strengthen and develop 
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the socialist System and is the leading core of all organ-

lzatlons of the working people, both public and state." Its 

decisions are the decisions of the government» its Congresses 

are the most important assemblies in the Soviet Union« Many 

of the government decrees are countersigned by the Secretary 

of the Party on behalf of the CentralCommittee of the Commun

ist Party« All public events stress the importance of the 

Party, not only as a lntegrating and leading body but as the 

directlng and supreme organism in the State« The Chief of 

the General Staff of the Soviet Army, General S.M. Shtemenko 

was merely emphasizing the reallty when in making hls May Day 

speech, he started hls address by stating:"In the name of and 

on the Instructions of the Soviet government and of the Cen

tral Committee of the Communist Party of Bolsheviks, I greet 
1 

you and fellcitate you on the first of May«" The Communist 

Party effectively reasserted its supremacy over the Army 

immedlately after the concluslon of hostilities and at the 

present time there is no rival In the Soviet Union to challenge 
2 

its supremacy« 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union (Bolsheviks) 

ls not organized on the federal pattern« Although it uses the 

state dlvisions for its own organizational structure, it does 

so as an administrative expedlency» The Communist Party of 

the Soviet Union is a unitary body and not a federation« 

1« Pravda, May 2, 1950 2:18-29» 
2« An illuminating remark was once made by Marshai I.S«Konev 

when asked to explain hls military successes: "For my 
military skill I am indebted to the great Party of Bol
sheviks", USSR Information Bulletin. Feb. 9, 1946, p« 122» 
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It will be seen later on,what national group carries the 

main responsibility and In what Proportion, but it may here 

be stated that the Communist Party of the RSFSR is numer-

ically and proportlonately the strongest and contrlbutes the 

largest number of members to the leadership eilte« The for

mal federal pattern in the state structure ls here replaced 

by a highly disciplined, hierarchical pattern with the line 

of command flowing from the top down« "Intra-Party Democracy" 

permlts a limited amount of discussion but only on specific 

topics, prior to the final decision, which truly ls final« 

Unlformity of thought and actlon between the central author

ities and the local unlts is assured by the fact that the 

branches of the central and state governments are controlled 

and staffed by Party members, whose allegiance ls to the Party 

and who Orders they have to obey expllcltly» 

The highest decislon-making and policy-formulating 

body is the Politbüro of the Communist Party« It is a small 

organ of the Central Committee of the Communist Party but 

wields the supreme power of the Soviet State» It is presided 

over by Stalin, and includes the leading personalities of the 

Soviet Union« The All-Union Congress of the Party has been 

notably subservient to the Politbüro since the Trotsky eruption, 

and falthfully follows in its footsteps« The Politbürofs mem-

bershlp is not chosen, needless to add, on a federal basis, and 

its national compositlon does not correspond to the national 

composltion of the Soviet Union» 
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The locus of power in Soviet federallsm is thus to 

be found not in its federal arrangementa but within a highly 

centrallzed Organization which performs the role of the lead-

ership eilte In Soviet life. The powers granted to the Union 

Republlcs and the Autonomous Republlcs, although already sev-

erely limited by constitutional provisions, are further dlm-

lnlahed by administrative practica and by the exlstence, al-

most outside of the official constitutional structure, of an 

omnipotent political Organization which denies through its 

own administrative machinery the exlstence of a federal arrange-

ment, and centrallzes all power within a Single organ of its 

Central Committee, sltuated In Moscow« 

The organs of the federal units are relegated to the 

Performance of purely local functions - a form of glorified 

munlclpal government, and find themselves at the complete mercy 

of the central authorities« The disclpllnary and coercive 

measures taken against any recalcitrants tend to discourage 

local Opposition to centralization« The serlous accusation 

of "bourgeois-nationalist deviation" hangs, like the sword of 

Damocles, over the heads of any local leaders who should wish 

to emphasize too strongly or too energetically their local 

aspirations« The occasional purges, of which more will be 

said later, of the nationalist leaders in the Ukraine, and 

also In the Caucasus, serves as a timely reminder to local 

administrators not to insist too much even on the letter of 

the Constitution, and not to take too seriously their "sov-

ereign rights"» 
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CHAPTSR IV 

THB IMPACT OF THE STATE ON THE CITIZEN 
MHaata*Ma^«#>4«j««»»««»M«*vft»«j«iH»»iMa«n*»jM»a«m«aH»»«»»««»H«»«a^^ 

The development of the State has been accompanled 

and hastened by the intensIfication of national consciousness« 

Nationalism, on the other hand, has been stimulated by the 

increased penetration of the private life of the individual 

by the growing functions of the state« Both processes are 

intertwined and both influence each other« The state, being 

constantly a part of the every-day life of the Citizen, pro-

ceeds to develop in him, by both positive and negative Stimuli, 

an acute feeling of identlty wlth that state and an intense 

awareness of nationalism. This emotlonalism, in turn, proceeda 

to make demands on the state; it demands that it be strong, 

great, glorious, and superior to others« The state and nat

ionalism, the Nation-State, become man and wlfe, so devoted 

to each other that, when separated, each is deprlved of the 

real meaning of its exlstence« 

The Citizen flnds within the Nation-State a welcome 

and comprehensible form of social Integration« Here, at last, 

he develops a feeling of identlty and unity wlth society; here 

hls problems of personal adjustment can most easlly be solved« 

The NatiorwState can be loved, admlred; it also loves, gives, 

and takes, punishes and rewards, glorifies and degrades« It 

is an entity of emotion and reality, a combinatlon of the 

tangible with the intangible» 
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In a western society the Citizen, although always 

a part of the Nation-State, usually finds competing organisms 

which seek to attract his allegiance. The Church, the political 

party, hls own commercial enterprlse, the Trade Union, the home -

all make demands of their own and insist that due regard be 

glven to their needs or even threats. In a society such as 

exists in the Soviet Union, the Situation is altogether differ-

ent« The state is omnipotent; the state is totalitarian. Com

peting institutlons, social, political, economic and religions, 

have either been smashed and abolished or actually integrated 

into the State structure« The state has no rival in its court-

shlp of the Citizen^ affections; the Citizen has no choice 

but to give them» 

This is further emphasized lf the State In question is 

surrounded by a hostile, or a merely distlnct and different 

society« Rousseau wrote that strangers should be regarded with 
1 

hostllity; the natural tendency of man is to regard them with 

at least suspicion« A state, the political and economic struct

ure of which is totally unllke that of its nelghbours, develops 

a form of psychological complex - be it superiority or inferior-

ity - which pushes it away from such nelghbours. A sense of 

mlssion, a desire to impose its own pattern on others, is often 

developed« Internally, a greater emphasis on Its own dlstinct-

lveness makes its appearance, and the distlnct features of the 

1# Emile, book I, p. 7, Bverymanfs Edition, op« cit« 
"Letters a Usteri", Apr. 30, 1763, Rousseau1* Political 
Wrltlngs, Vol. II, p« 166, Vaugham»s edition, op« cit« 
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Nation-State are all the more treasured» It is on that account 

that reformers in primitive societies find lt so exceedingly 

difficult to introduce forelgn lnnovations, no matter how bene-

flcial to the natlve communlty« 

The Soviet Citizen, whether living in Karaganda or in 

Smolensk, In Igarka or Astrakhan, is still under the direct ad-
1 

ministrative control of the central organs of the Soviet state« 

The Soviet state gives him education, dogmatic training, employ-

ment, social beneflts, holidays, and a feeling of participation 

In society; it can, and often does, imprison him, deprive him 

of his liberty, put him to forced labour, and finally destroy 

him« The Soviet Citizen knows that his state is often more 

severe than just, but he has been taught to belleve that lt 

can never be wrong« 

The impact of the State on the Citizen in the USSR 

is unlimited, and it manifests itself on every step. There is 

no place or Institution where the influence of the state is not 

to be feit, where the Soviet Citizen could forget for a minute 

that he is a Soviet Citizen« 

The Soviet Citizen is working under pressure of the 

"norm" not only set by the ambitious Five-year Plan, but often 

arbitrarily lncreased by the plant manager, or forced upon the 

worker by the officially encouraged "socialist competition"« 

The press is füll of Slogans for lncreased production, appeals 

1« See Chapter III« 
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for an iaprovad quality of goods, pralse for the Stakhanovite 

workers, and criticisms, all of which are usually followed by 

more affective measures against those who are falllng behind« 

Everyday the press carries new pledges from the workers of in

dividual enterprises to exceed their quota by a certain per-

cent; letters to Stalin from every corner of the Union, re-

porting new successes in the race for industrialization, are 

promlnently displayed in the newspapers« The slogan is "reach 

and exceed America!" Rewards and decorations go to the "heroes 

of socialist labour"; special rest Privileges and bonuses go 

to those who spectacularly overfulfill their quota« Many of 

the deputies to the Supreme Soviet are former Stakhanovites -

it ls both a distinction and a reminder to others. 

Compulsory military service "is law" (art«132)« The 

Army not only provides military training to the recruit, but 

serves also as a centre in which national feellngs are stimulated 

by all the visible forms of national symbolism: uniforms, flags, 

dlsplays, parades, etc» The recruit is posted in far-away dis-

tricts, and begins to lose hls merely local consclousness» Mil

itary service ls coupled with the annual call-up of some 800,uQj-l 

million young men for industrial training in the State Labour 
1 

Reserves» 

Frequent s tate loans must be over-subscriteed; the 

1» Edict of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, 
Oct« 2, 1940» 
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launching of state loans is a holiday of lncreased work« 

The worker is impressed by special Party agitators with 

the need to work more, to produce more and to contribute 

more« Moral pressure is brought to bear on those who hes-

itate to contribute a sizable portion of their income; re

solut Ions are frequently adopted at mass open meetings, 

presided over by Party workers, to subscribe a glven portion 

of the employees1 wage to the loan. 

The Communist Party maintains constant touch with 

the Citizen through speclally trained agitators, through 

participation and directlon of all organized activity» Party 

"actifs" organize special "Red corners" and "Lenin corners", 

where Party publicatlons, pamphlets and Slogans are promin-

ently displayed and where workers are expected to spend their 

leisure time» The "actifs" help to draw up plana for ln

creased Output, they enforce punctuality and punlsh tardlness, 

they watch over disclpllne and loyalty« Monthly meetings are 

organized, and the employees are obliged to attend political 

lecturea, are urged to suggest improvement and to denounce 

"Saboteurs"» 

All forms of artistic expresslon, be it music, letters, 

or art, operate undeB administrative regulations and control, 

and must confona to the purposes of the Soviet state» The 

writers have been coordinated, since 1932, in a "Union of Soviet 

Writers", organized under the Inspiration of Maxim Gorky» Even 

scientific research is subject to close scrutiny and must con-
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form to the prlnciples of Marxism« 

The national holidays are manifestations of unity 

of purpose and expressions of the great joys of Soviet life« 

The press, the Party prepare the Citizen for this event weeks 

in advance; official Slogans are announced and printed in the 

newspapers (see p« 5 )• Editoriais and feature articles dis-

cuss the lmportance and slgnificance of the glven event, not 

only from an over-all point of view, but also from the point 

of view of the special interests of glven groups of Citizens« 

Trade-Union newspapers, Komsomol Journals, agricultural pub-

lications, all emphasize some particular aspects of the 

approaching celebration. A national mobilization truly occurs, 

and the particlpation of milllons ls assured« Mass parades, 

red emblems, Slogans, songs - all serve to stimulate the Cit

izen and to increase hls national fervour« 

"The Marxist-Leninist world outlook of the pupils 
is formed as the result of the basic prlnciples of 
the sclences and as a result of acquisition by the 
pupils of a harmonious body of scientific ideas« 
The formation of a correct materialist outlook on 
the world, on nature and society and on the past, 
present and future of mankind is a long and complic-
ated process of concept-forming and assimilating laws, 
theories, etc« When this process is supervlsed in 
concord by the whole teaching staff of the school and 
when every science is presented from a Marxist-Leninist 
Standpoint, the task of the ideologlcal-political ed
ucation of the pupils is successfully met«" 1 

1# "This is how the World Outlook of the Pupils is Formed", 
Kiev Girls* Secondary School No. 78, Uchitelskaya gazeta. 
April 26, 1950« 2:16-15 
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Marxl8m-Leninism is not something you can see, touch, 

feel or smell. It is a theory, a dogma and as such it must be 

taught and learned« The Citizen must not only act as a member 

of a communist society should act; he must also understand the 

motives and dynamics of hls actlons. That is why the Soviet 

State, when seeklng to give the greatest momentum to its impact 

on the Citizen, puts such special emphasis on education, and 

political education» 

Lenin stated that ceaseless war must be waged on 111-

iteracy, wlthout the liquidation of which the process of soviet« 

izatlon would not only be delayed but seriously hampered. The 

Citizen must understand the political issues and his reactions 

to them must be stlmulated by the profundity of his political 

training« The Commissariats of Education have been officially 

descrlbed as the State organs for the Propaganda of communism, 

and an Intensive drive was made, and ls being malntalned, to 
1 

give education to the entire population« 

The educational apparatus is further aided by the 

exlstence of a parallel lndoctrlnating structure malntalned 

by the Communist Party« The Young Communist League embraces 

some 9 milllon members who are considered the cream of the 

1» There are still some 8 - 1 0 million children in the USSR 
not receiving any education« According to Soviet statistica, 
in 1941, the following number of children were attending school 
General schools - 29.3 million, higher schools - »7, Speoial-
ized and technical - 1«2, FZO - 1«8. Total - 33 million« 
No. of children of school age - about 41 - 44 million« 
USSR Information Bulletin. June 1950, p. 325, reported that in 
the first quarter of 1950 some 36.4 milllon Soviet children 
were attending school« It is also noteworthy, that, in the 
1950 Council of Nationalities, 35«6# of the Deputies have no 
secondary education« 
Izvestla & Pravda« June 15, 1950, 2:24-25 
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Soviet youth« "The Young Communists wrote the best papers 
and the best answers In examinations. The 
examinatlons showed the Young Communists1 

general knowledge, political orientation, 
moral qualities and high character: several 
years of work in a Young Communist Organ
ization leaves a deep lmprint on students1 

Personalities«" 1 

The members of the Young Communist League can be expected 

to increase greatly in the near future as the older generation, 

whose life span exceeds that of the Soviet Union, disappears, 

and gives place to a new generation, born and reared in the 

Soviet cllmate« 

An exceedingly lllumlnating passage on the role of 

the Pioneers (the junior youth Organization) in the Soviet 

process of indoctrlnation appeared in the somewhat outdated 

(1927) but still in many respects timely work of the pate Prof« 

Harper, Civil Training in Soviet Russia.- which is worth quot-

ing in füll: 

"While helping the mother in the housework, the Pioneer 
must talk about such institutlons as the communlty laun-
drles, and the cooperative dining rooms, of which he has 
learned from the brlgades( dlscussions and excurslons« 
Where the parents are illiterate, the Pioneer talks them 
into learning to read and write. Also he helps hls young-
er brothers and sisters to read, and takes them occasionallj 
to the Pioneer club or bringe them into the Little Octobrist 
movement« Bringlng newspapers and pamphlets home, and read-
ing them to the famlly, the Pioneer agitates for regulär 
subscription to a newspaper and for the purchase of booka» 
The Pioneer8 try to have their parents subscribe to the 
varioua voluntary clvic organizations« Finally, the Pion
eer is to persuade the parents always to partlclpate In 

1« M. Kropacheva, Deputy to the Supreme Soviet of the RSFSR, 
Pravda, June 22, 19491 1:26-59« 
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revolutionary celebrations and holidays« To fur-
ther these activlties the Pioneer is urged to set 
up a little political corner in the home, wlth 
newspapers, Pamphlets, posters, and mottos« If 
posslble, the Pioneer is to put a picture of Lenin 
on the wall, next to the sacred Image. In this 
way, and by emphaslzing revolutionary holidays in 
Opposition to the religious feast days, the Pion
eer is to combat the "prejudices of religion" in 
family life« On all activity, and especially In 
the family, the Pioneers are expected to report 
regularly at the brigade meetings«" 1 

The Party and the Komsomol combine with the state educa-

tional institutlons In achievlng unity of educational policy« 

The Komsomole, In particular, are exceedingly actlve, as it is 

realized that their activlties embrace the Soviet youth in its 

formative perlod, when the young mlnd is most apt to be in-

fluenced and specific mental patterns established for life« 

About 90 youth newspapers wlth a circulation of about 5 milllon 
2 

and 22 magazines with a circulation of about 1 million, serve 

to provlde a constant flow of properly assembled Information to 

every Komsomol cell in the Soviet Union« It ls noteworthy that 

for e very three Komsomols two coples of Komsomol publications 

are provlded, and, in view of the character of the Soviet state, 

read« It is an exceedingly high percentage, and speaks well 

for the Importance attached to the power of the press« 

The Komsomol, jointly with the Communist Party, organ-

ize special courses, dealing with Marxism, the Party, its leader, 

and with Soviet life in general» The following figures, assem

bled at random, illustrate the intensity of the process of in-

doctrination and indlcate the extent of the Impetus that the 

impact of Soviet life must have on the average Soviet Citizen» 

1. P* 77 
2» Tass. op. cit» 1:34-16» 
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In the Moscow district alon$ 164, 000 Russian 
1 

students studied in Young Communist League ccurses in 1948-49« 

In Kiev during the same period more than 17,500 Kiê  students 

attanded 977 political study groups, ahd 11,931 attended 648 
2 

political schools and 15 borough Party evening schools« 

It is also of interest to examine some figures for the 

Ukraine as a whole, it being the second largest Union Republic 

and traditionally the centre of resistance to central authorlty 

and the hot-bed of nationalistic activity« 

During the year 1949, 9,984 political schools were op-

erating, 14,860 study circles for the biography of Lenin and 

Stalin, and 23,396 study circles for the history of the Communist 

Party of the Soviet Union, and 978 evening Party Schools were 

also functioning« Within these Institut Ions, more than 1 mill-
3 

ion received Instruction« Some 19 special universities of 

Marxism-Leninlsm were in exlstence in the Ukraine, and some 
4 

474,000 persons were engaged in the process of Party education« 

The Communist Party itself maintains special cadres of 

fleid-agitators for the purpose of additionally stlmulating the 

above activity, and Supplementing it among those who are unable 

to attend such special courses« Pravda, for lnstance, reported 

!• Pravda. July 25, 1949 1:30-60 
2« Ibid, June 22, 1949 1:26-46 
3» Ibid, Nov, 14, 1949 1:47-43 
4« Ibid, Sept« 24, 1949 1:40-37 
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in 1949: "There are now 8,000 agitators and 10,000 prop-
1 

agandists and lecturers at work In the Ukraine«" In the 

Tartar Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic, the total pop

ulation of which is a mere 3 million people, some 56,000 
2 

Party agitators were reported by the Soviet press, to be 

actlve in the rural areas at the end of 1949« The agitators 

are experts in dlalectic, and the true purposes of their act

ivity cannot be expressed any better than by this enllghten-

ing and somewhat boastful Statement: "We have trained agit

ators who can skillfully answer the questions of the working 
3 

people«" 

A rather actlve Organization, cooperating closely 

with the Party in the sphere of agitatlon, is the Society for 

Dissemination of Political and Scientific Knowledge« Its act

ivity embraces the entire territory of the Soviet Union, and 

its members, numbering at present 165,000 and organized into 

4,044 primary Units, are obllgated by their membership pledge 

to give at least two lectures a year» Thus the total number 

of lectures glven annually is well afcove 300,000 of which 

in 1949 about 100,000 were on international affalrs and forelgn 

policy» They were attended by an^stimated 39,000,000 llsteners» 

In thB first quarter of 1950, some 20 million were reported 
4 

to have attended such lectures« 

1» Pravda« July 16, 1949. 1:29-50 
2» Ibid, Dec« 28, 1949» 2:1-43 
3» Ibid, June 21, 1949» 1:26-46 
4» Izvestia, Apr. 25, 1950« 2:17-51 
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It is thus seen that the Soviet Citizen cannot escape 

the Impact of the State which not only overwhelms him in all 

respects but actually moulds a new Personality within him and 

develops a partlcular type of mental process« These endeavours 

will be much facilitated as the resistance of the older gener

ation disappear8 together with it« This change is most marked 

in the Party itself« A new type of Communist is maklng his 
1 

appearance, representing a definite social type« The old 

members of the Party have mostly disappeared; by 1938 they 

were already a minorlty« The following comparison of the com-

position of delegates to the 17th and 18th Party Congresses, 

held in 1934 and 1938 respectively, lllustrate this process: 

1934 1958 

22«6 % of the delegates in Party before 1917 2»4 % 

17.7 % sinoe 1917 2.6 % 
2 

80 % since 1919 or earlier 14 % -

The purges, of course, hastened this natural process« 

1« "In their political psychology they represented a new type. 
Most of them leaned toward authoritarian thinking; the high 
leadership above (Stalin andthose closest to him) has to 
decide on rlght and wrong; what the leadership decides ls 
lncontrovertible, absolute« Thus the complete devotion to 
Stalin««• Their interest was not in social Problems, but in 
the strong state that built up the national economy«" 
- Shachtman, a Trotskyist, p« 227« 

2« Ibid, p. 229. 
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The state not only stimulates the Citizen to 

specific types of activity but also stimulates SJS cific 

types of response» The Citizens are given a semblance 

of participation in the governing process by playing an 

actlve part, for instance, in the elctioneering and vote-

casting comedy» It is also a form of political education, 

accompanied by Speeches, mass-meetings, parades, and 

merry-making» The Soviet Citizen lives and sees only the 

State« The Soviet Citizen cannot possibly lmagine himself 

outslde of the state« It becomes as rauch a part of him as 

his own mental reflexes or his llmbs. The impact of the 

Soviet state upon the Citizen thus develops a proper can-

dldate for a devoted nationallst» 
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CHAPTER V 

STALIN AND THE INTEGRATING FUNCTION 

A visitor could spend a long holiday (the term 

is used loosely) in the USSR merely Visiting a growing number 

of urban centres bearing a strikingly slmilar name: Stallno, 

Stalingrad, Stalinogorsk, Stalinsk, Stallnsi, Stalinbad, etc« 

and lately he could even find the largest port of Bulgaria, 

formerly known by the bourgeois name of Varna, now proudly 

joined wlth the above in the same alphabetical arrangement« 

Stalin has been the objeet of an unprecedented camp-
1 

aign of glorification, adoration, and adulatlon. Public events 

commence and end by outbursts of praise for Stalin from among 

the most important Soviet leaders« The 18th Party Congress 

heard Zdanov exclalm: "long live the genlus, the brain, the 

heart of the Bolshevik Party, of the whole Soviet people, of 

the whole progressive and advanced humanlty - our Stalin"» 

Mikoyan, on the same occaslon, declared loftily: "He ls a moun-

taln eagle, fearless in struggle", and Beria stated wlth the 

firmness and flnality typical of a secret police Chief: "the 
2 

greatest genlus of all mankind«" 

1» Pravda» May 30, 1949, commenting on Stalin1s political 
writings: "J«V« Stalin is a great proletarian Strategist••• 
the wise leader of the peoples of the USSR, the leader of 
the Soviet state..« the Organizer and creator of the mighty 
socialist industry«.• the Organizer and creator of the coll-
ective farm Systems..« the leader and teacher of the Bolshev-
ist party, the worthy continuer and the cause of Lenin, the 
symbol of the greatness and wiadom of the party««» the great 
theorist of communism, a supreme luminary of science.«." 

1:22-51 
2« Ranney & Carter, The Major Foreign Power. New York, 1949,p«611# 
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The Soviet Army fliers are "Stalinist falcons", the 

Army Commanders are "faithful pupils of Stalinist strategy", 

the industrial developments are "Stalinist undertakings"« 

N «..•And now the lrrlgated Hungry steppe is beooming a fertile, 
1 

prosperous, in a word Stalinist steppe..." The press devotes 

numerous articles to that subject and, for instance, in one 

week in December, 1949, on the eve of Stalin1 s birthday, the 

following instructlve headlines apps ared over articles devoted 

entirely to Stalin: "Life's Joy", "Great Leader and Teacher", 

"The People Glorifying the Great Stalin", "Love of the People 

for Stalin", etc« 

The Stalin Prize is the highest award for individual 
2 

acfeievement in the field of arts and sciences in the USSR« 

Gold med als bearing hls Image have been awarded to the winners 

of the International Stalin Prizes on his birthday. His birth

day itself has glven additlonal Impetus to the efforts of his 

faithful followers. Busts of Stalin have been set up on more 
3 

than 30 of the highest mountain summits of Central Asia» the 

State Publishing House printed some 3 million posters, bearing 

such inecriptions: "Stalin is the happiness of thB People", 

"Our Banner of Victory, our Stalin", "Glory to the Great Stalin", 

etc» The State Muslc Publishing House issued 45 songs on Stalin, 

1» This remark, greeted by "storay applause" was made in a speech 
by L.M.Kaganovich on the 25th Anniversary of the Uzbek Re
public; Izvestla & Pravda. Jan«21, 1950 2:4-13 

2« S.T«Nyaga, author of the "Song of Stalin", has recently been 
awarded the Stalin Prize for it« Izvestla & Pravda. March 8 
1950« 2:10-1 

3» Pravda, Dec. 20, 1949. 1:52-61 
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such as the "Cantata on Stalin", "You are our Hero", "Thanks, 

Great Teacher", etc« The Society for the Dlssemination of 

Political and Scientific Knowledge devoted 20.000 lectures 
1 

to Stalin alone« Special museums dedicated to Stalin were 

also established; motion pictures distributed, socialist com-

petltlons in his honour declared, and new pledges made« The 

December 21, 1949, issue of Pravda was devoted entirely to 

Stalin, carrying articles of varying lengths by the leading 
2 

Personalities of Soviet life» 

This seemingly foolish and naive display of pretended 

love and adoration for the leading personality of tJ» Soviet 

State has a deeper meaning and a greater signlficance than would 

appear on the surface« 

The Communist System has been established in a land 

where absolut!sm has held sway for centurles; where men have 

been taught to obey and not to thlnk, to prostrate themselves 

and not to assert themselves, to bow and not to shake hands« 

The Tsarist System has embedded in the Russian subject a respect 

for authority, a belief that the government "knows best«" 

1» Izvestla» April 25, 1950» 2:17-51 
2» Malenkov - 3,600 worde, Molotov - 5,000, Beria - 5,000, 

Voroshilov - 5,000, Mikoyan - 6,000, Kaganovlch - 5,000, 
Bulganin - 4,200, Andreyev - 2,500, and about 15,000 
words by others (Shvernik, Poskrebyahev, etc«) 
It would be interesting to know whether quality or qman-
tity was the Standard» 
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The Tsars, the representatives of God on earth, had to be 

loved and respected by the masses, for they symbolized the 

eternal character of Russia itself, and were the annointed 

deputies of the Supreme Power« The Russian was, in the füll 

sense of the word, the subject of the Tsar, his pawn, to be 

used and eventually even sacrificed for the good of Russia « 

Stalin is the successor to the mantle of the Tsars« 

He might well be described as a combination of Peter the Great, 

Ivan the Terrible, and the supreme Legislator of Rousseau« He 

is both the autocrat and the teacher, the ruler and the father« 

The principle and tradition of personal leadership is combined 
1 

in Stalin»s, as the Soviet press would make lt very versatile 

Personality» 

The totalitarian character of the Soviet State nec-

essitates not only the complete submersion of the Citizen in 

the activity of the State, but also a visible form of leader

ship, integrating the entire Community in a Single pattern« 

The Citizen cannot act independently of the state, but is 

carried along with it in a tidal wave« The leader provides 

him not only with the guiding light but also, and this ia 

important from a psychologlcal point of view, with a sense 

of confider.ce that the state is right, that it is led by a 

1« See footnote 1, p« 
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"genius" who will always direct it to greater victories and 

more magnificent successes« The totalitarian conditions of 

society, as well shown by Italy and Germany, and even by the 

emergence of leaders, highly publicized, in the democratic 

political partiea, necessltate the appearance of a Single, 

living symbol of infalliblllty and greatness to provide the 

Citizen with the convictlon that his society, and thus he 

himself, is marching in the rlght direction. The pattern 

of totalitarian society is such that its collapse is total 

collapse, and its defeat is the Citizen1s defeat. 

The Communist Party cannot, because of its own 

collective non-personal character, and because of the Russian 

historical traditlon, provide either that confidence or that 

symbol« The Communist Party provlded the integrating mach-

inery, but it cannot win affection, lt cannot be photographed 

klsslng small children, or wearing a generalll8slmof8 uniform, 

or delivering an address, or signlng Orders of the day to the 

troops. The Soviet society is a monolithic organism, and 

needs a concretely visible form of leadership« Stalinfs Per

sonality and background, particularly his non-Russian national 

origin, make him a suitable symbol for the development and 

sensory representation of Soviet nationality. His much pub-

licised direction of the Commissariat for Nationalities is 

employed to emphasize his national lmpartiallty, hia essentlal 

lack of any great-Russian Chauvin!3tic tendencles. 
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All small children like to think that their fathers are 

the strongest, wlsest, etc« fathers in the world« In fact, 

they are convinced of it, for the father is always able to 

demonstrate to his child his versatile talents and his physical 

strength, and the lmpact of the constant associatlon of the 

child with the father cements that belief into a firm convict-

lon. The child develops a sentiment and a respect for the 

father, knitting close together his family associatlon and de-

veloping in him an attachment to his family and a feeling of 

unity with it. This, of course, is only one phase in the de

velopment of family feeling, but it still is an important phase« 

The feeling of nationalism is in many ways akin to the emotional 

family ties, and the role of leadership is not totally unlike 

that of the father« 

The impact of the State on the Citizen, as pointed out 

in Chapter IV, develops in him all the earmarke of a nationalist 

by stimulating a close sense of identlty with the state« That 

sense of identlty ls further heightened by the systematio Stim

ulation of emotional attachment to the leader, to the supreme 

Personality of the State. It is, of course, extremely difficult 

to judge the slncerity of any feellngs for Stalin displayed by 

the masses» They could possibly be slmilar to those held form-

erly for the Tsars; loved when allve but not regretted when 

dead. Be as lt may, the development of an over-all Soviet 

national consciousness is closely related to the conscious 

policy of asociating the personality of the "Vozd" with the 

entire communlty» 
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It is considered by many that the death of Stalin 

will tend seriously to disunite the Soviet State» This may 

quite possibly be true, but from a nationalistic point of 

view, Stalin will remain an asset» The politically immature 

Soviet communlty will still be polarized around a symbol 

which, wlth its physical expresslon preeerved in a more statlc 

Position in a mausoleum, will still contlnue to perform the 

useful function of national Integration» Viewed In that light, 

the glorification of Stalin becomes more comprehenslble and 

purposeful. Apart from its traditional Russian ldolatry, it 

becomes also a matter of state policy executed wlth a deflnite 

and a fixed end in view» The development of a Soviet "patriot-

ism" (this word being used in the Soviet Union in a very wide 

sense) is thus not llnked merely by coincidence with Stalin's 

rise to, and exercise of the supreme powers of the Soviet 

State» 
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CHAPTER VI 

SOVIET "PATRIOTISM" 

Nationalism is rejected and combatted in the Soviet 

Union as a bourgeoie mani festat Ion, harmful to the int er es ta of 

the Proletariat« The natural attachment of the individual to 

his Community is, however, tolerated under the gulse of a Soviet 

"patrlotiam" which ls offlcially encouraged» The Soviet press, 

books, magazlnes, radlo, school - all glorify the Soviet society 

and inculcate in the Soviet Citizen an ardent devotion to the 

Soviet way of life« That devotion is defined as "patriotism" 

and is considered the proper attltude of a good and loyal 

Citizen« 

This conception of "patriotic" attachment to the 

Motherland, and this word is used with increasing frequeney, 

was not prevalent In the first years of the exlstence of the 
1 

Soviet State» With the rejectlon of nationalism (see Chapter 

I) and the assertion of the final, although not lmmedlate, 

diaappearance of national antagonlsms, the Soviet state assumed 

in its early years the role of an international movement, denying 

vehemently any purely national motives for its undertakings» 

In keeping with this theoretical background, the 

Soviet etate not only proclaimed its Intention of transferring 

the Tsarist "Prison of the Peoplesn into a voluntary associatlon 

of natlons, but also emphasized energetically the assumed in

ternational character of the Soviet state and its guardianship 

1» See Chapter I« 
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over the interests of the world Proletariat. The arrests, 

for lnstance, of labour leaders in forelgn countries were 

viewed by the Soviet State in the early twenties as a matter 

involving its interests, and Soviet protests Indicated that 

the Soviet state considered itself the spokesman of the en

tire international labour movement« Rykov stated on one 

occasion in 1927 that the Soviet state considered itself not 

only responsible to the Soviet people but also to the entire 
1 

world Proletariat« It was likewiae in the early years that 

Russian nationalism was severely attacked and criticised on 
2 

the same level as Ukrainian chauvinism or anti-Semitlsm« 

Stalin, speaklng at the XII Congress of the Russian Communist 

Party, emphasized the tactical lmportance of the above, by 

proclaiming that the future orientation of the Bast depended 

on the Soviet abillty to solve the national question in keep-

ing with theprinciples of Marxism» 

The tendency towards greater national emphasis, and 

greater stress on the fosterlng of a national awareness among 

the Soviet masses was caused by the necesslty for the integral 

economic development of the Soviet Union, by the Trotsky crisis 

and hence by the need to emphasize the Stalin thesls as con-

trasted with that of Trotsky, and by the successful elimination 

of the internal class Opposition and the consequent practical 

abandonment of purely proletarian superiority» 

1» Harper, op« cit« p« 265, Civil Training in Soviet Russia. 
Chicago, 1929» 

2« e.g« Bukharin at the 1928 Congress of the Komsomol» 
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The failure of the "capitalist encirclement " to dis-

appear, the growing Fascist threat, the need for a powerful 

military striking force, and the realization that only force 

will accomplish the communist alms meant that the state itself 

would have to be strengthened« Nationalism, it is recognized, 

plays an Important role in the cementlng of a state structure, 

and consequently lt was quite loglcal and natural to proceed 

to develop in the Soviet Citizen an ardent devotion to hls 

home1and« 

A Soviet nationalism (this is a much more suitable word 

than "patrlotism") would tend, it was hoped, by not emphasizing 

any Single national group, to bind together the peoples of the 

Soviet Union in a common allegiance to their state and would 

dlminish the force of disruptive local antagonisms» It is char-

acteristic that the expresslon "Soviet people" is used now much 

more frequently than the former "peoples of the Soviet Union"« 

The recent war, officially called "The Great Patriotic War", 

has certainly glven addltional Impetus to Soviet efforts to 

assert their own "patriotism", and to develop their own national 

consciousness« A greater appreciation of the abstract values 

of the nation ls taklng place, and the customary technique of 

stimulating nationalistic responses are being employed» 
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Soviet national pride is baaed on 
the understanding of the great and 
unequalled superiority of Soviet 
culture, ideology, science and 
morals.M - 1 

The Soviet Propaganda machine is now working 

overtlme to develop in the Soviet Citizen a firm belief 

in the unsurpassed qualities of all the features of his 

State. The Soviet Citizen is told daily that the mat-

erial condltions of his exlstence are far superior to 

those of his couterpart in the West; that they are further-

more, lmproving much more rapldly than anywhere in the world; 

that starvation is prevalent not only In Europe but also In 

the United States; he is also told that the USSR is the sole 

defender of peace and demoeraey; that the eyes of the freedom-

lovlng peoples of the world are turned on the Soviet State 

and Its leader, Stalin; that Western warmongers are planning 

and plottlng an aggressive war against the hard-working and 

peace-lovlng Soviet people; that the U.S« is making preparationa 

to atom-bomb the USSR urban centres, etc«, ad infinitum« 

The Soviet people, "the most revolutionary and heroie 
2 

people in the world«" are urged to demonstrate their patriotism 

by strengthening their state against potential aggression« 

"The great patriotic feelings of millions of Soviet people are 

1« Bolshevik, Moscow, No. 18, 1947« 

2. Ibid, March 15, 1949. 1:19-30« 
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embodied in real deeds and in the succession of labor feats 

dedicated to the glory of the socialist motherland." At 

the same time, extreme emphasis is laid on the international 

Prestige of the USSR as a prominent and leading world power; 

the touchiness of the Soviet leaders on that point is well 

illustrated by Molotov's demonstrative exit from the official 

reviewing stand during a Paris military parade because he 

considered the place allocated to him as inferior to that 

given to the Foreign Ministers of some other powers. 

An extensive progress in the development of national 

symbolism has taken place in the Soviet Union. An old-time 

Bolshevik would most certainly be shocked beyond words to 

see a Soviet dignitary, dressed in a resplendent uniform 

with gold epaulettes and buttons, at a diplomatic reception, 

representing the proletarian state. The Soviet Civil Service 

has reintroduced not only the old titles, ranks, but also the 

insignia and uniforms. The Soviet diplomat abroad wears a 

uniform, not entirely unlike the one Ribbentrop and his coll-

eagues in the Foreign Ministry on Wilhelmstrasse of the late 

Thlrd Reich, used to display at one stage in their somewia t 

short-lived careers. Special titles go also to individuals 

outside the government service, as for instance, the title 

of a "Peoples1 Artist", "hero of socialist labour11 etc» 

1» Pravda« Feb« 7, 1950. 2:7-31 
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Symbolism is further employed to stlmulate mass partici-

pation; mass parades of the army on special holidays re-

mind the people of the mlght of the Soviet state« Numerous 

war-memorials recall to the Soviet people its military prow-

ness and the need to remain prepared to fight agAin« Slogans, 

banners, the new national anthems, and even State funerals -

all serve the cause of Soviet nationalism« 

These patrlotic rltuals are supported and emphasized 

by the constant nationalistic campaign malntalned by the press« 

The Soviet achievements are constantly glorified; forelgn 

undertaking disparaged« A particular feature of the Soviet 

nationalistic campaign is the assertion that the USSR alone 

defeated the German aggression, and carried the entire bürden 

of the recent war on its Shoulders« The followlng quotations 

from the Soviet press is one of the less extreme and demagogle 

ones, but as it carries the Signature of one of the most Im

port an t Soviet military leaders, it is more authoritative from 

the point of view of the Soviet public than the more provocative 

ones which appear much more frequently: "The Anglo-American 

troops landing on the European contlnent encountered trifling 

resistance from the Hitlerite army, since the chief German 
1 

forces were concentrated on the Soviet-Geman front«" The 

fourth celebration of the conclusion of hostilities was part-

1» Pravda» May 9, 1949, from an article by Marshai of the 
Soviet Union V. Sokolovaky» 1:19-25 
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leularly marked by such attitude« At the same time, it 

gave the Soviet press an added opportunity to stress its 

nationalistic campaign, and the following headllnes were 

in evidence in the most lmportant Soviet papers: "National 
1 

Demonstration of Soviet Patrlotism" , "Vivid Demonstration 
2 

of Soviet Patrlotism", "The Celebration of the Greatness 
3 

and Glory of our Motherland" , etc» 

This role of the Soviet press is highly signifi-

cant, as it still remains the basic medium of Propaganda in 

the Soviet Union« Its machinery is highly centralized, with 

the main load being carried by Pravda and Izvestla. copies 

of which are circulated throughout the Soviet Union. The 

extent to which the Soviet press is prepared to go In its 

campaign against potential forelgn aggression which naturally, 

as a reactlon, tends to cause greater national Integration, 

was shown recently by a news-item reporting that the German 

Admiral Friedeburg is organizing a Geman Navy for the West, 

forgettlng entirely the fact that the above admiral committed 
4 

suiclde in 1945» 

1» Pravda, May 6, 1949« 1:19-22 
2. Izvestla. May 6, 1949» 1:19-22 
3» Izvestla« May 9, 1949« 1:19-27 
4« Izvestla, May 1, 1950» 2:18-55 
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The work of the press is Supplemented by radlo and 

the cinema« The radio has recently glven much greater em-

phasls to programmes stressing the hlstory, achievements, 

and endeavours not only of the Soviet Union but even of Tsarist 

Russia and is making a constant appeal to the Citizen1s patrlot

ism and national sense« The Soviet motlon film industry, non

existent in 1920, has developed rapldly; to-day almost all the 

films shown are Soviet productions. The duty of Soviet filme 

ls to "encourage bravery, resourcefulness, boldness, love and 
1 

boundless devotion to the Motherland«" 

The educational policy has been amended to adjust itself 

to the new trend« The older economic determinism has given way 

to the dlscovery that all science is influenced by hlstory, by 

the national form, by the cultural milieu« "From the foregoing 

one cannot fall to see the tremendous signlflcance which questions 
2 

of national priority have in the hlstory of science»" Accord-
3 

Ingly, a new emphasis on the national past ls given In education, 

1» Llteraturnaya gazeta, no« 99, Dec« 11, 1948, p« 3« 1:1 
2« Voprosy fllozofil. no. 2, 1948. 1:1 
3. An Interesting comparison on the Soviet attitude to the role 

of education can be drawn from the following two Statements: 
"The aim of all workers in the sphere of public education 
will be to instill into the growing generation socialistic 
ideas and thereby to increase the ranks of those who are fight
ing for the establi8hment of the socialistic state. The aim 
is, so to speak, the lndoctrination of the youth in the pro
letarian philosophy" - A.P. Plnkevitch, President of the 2nd 
State Universlty of Moscow, 1929. 
"The chlef moral and political aim of the school is the train
ing of the pupils in the spirit of Patrlotism" - V.P. Potemkin, 
RSFSR Commissar of Education, 1943. 
Communism in Action, p. 113. House Document, 1946, no. 754. 
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Soviet "patrlotism" is developed "scientlfically" through 

the process of education, and the child from its very first 

day of class ls brought into contact with the national past. 

His education, for instance, emphasizes "the great role played 

by Russian and Soviet sclentists in the development of advanced 

science and the struggle against bourgeois anti-scientific 

"theorie8". This inculcates in the pupils a feeling of national 
1 

pride and Soviet patrlotism." In the first grade a young 

Pioneer is given for his readings, among others, an anthology 

of Russian *olk Tales; in the second grade - Russian Tales and 

Tolstoy's "Russian Folk Tales"; in the third - "Tales of Soviet 

People", "Borodino", "Stories about Lenin", "Army Post Office"; 

in the fourth - "Children of the Underground", "Volodya Ulyanov", 

"The Brave Partisan"; in the fifth - Russian folk songs, proverba, 

sayings, "A Soldier of the Guard"; In the sixth - "I serve the 

Fatherland - Stories of a Pilot", "Alexander Suvorov", "We 

Svoiet People"; in the seventh - "The defense of Stalingrad", 
2 

"On the map of the Fatherland", etc. 

Hlstory must be viewed and studied from the point of 

view of "raison dfetat", for "an impermissible spirlt of pol

itical indifference, impartiality and academlc neutrality re-
3 

sults in the distortion of historical truth". "Objectivism 
4 

and the Impartlal assembling of economic facts ls inadmisslble." 

1# Uchltelskaya gazeta, April 26, 1950« 
2. P?»avda. May 13, 1949. 1:20-10 
3. Kultura 1 zhizn, August 29, 1947. 
4« Bolshevik, no. 13, 1947. 
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Those educators and historians who fall to heed the above 

are severely criticized and called to task for "distorting" 

hlstory. A Soviet hlstory text-book, for lnstance, was harshly 

condemned because, when writing on the Ist World War and "de-

scribing the victories of the Entente and American armies, the 

author does not indicate by a Single word that it was actually 

the exlstence of Soviet Russia - a revolutionary rear - and 

the struggle of the Soviet peoples against the German occupation 
1 

that largely prevented Germany from defeating the Entente". 

The nationalistic tendencles in education are best summed up 

by the following passage: 

"The most important task of Party organizations is 
to fester Soviet patrlotism - boundless love for the 
Soviet socialist Motherland and hatred of her foes« 
To educate people who have a deep love for their 
Soviet motherland, for her social and state regime, 
her eulture, the national traditions of her people, 
to educate people capable of rejolcing at the great 
historical creative task of their compatriota and 
to live with the feeling of Soviet national pride -
this means to educate real patrlots, actlve builders 
of Communism«" -2$ 

Soviet nationalism has penetrated into the cultural 

activlties of Soviet society and ls moulding lt to its own 
3 

reglmented pattern« Soviet cultural activlties most actlvely 

glorify the Soviet motherland and must serve as uniting force 

1. Voprosy Istorll« AUg. 1949. 1:47-8 
2. Bolshevlk. no» 4, Feb. 28, 1949« 1:15-9 
3« "Under the conditions of Soviet life, this eulture, though 

national in form, becomes socialist in content« It is this 
fact which united and transforms the various national cultures 
into a Single, uniform, Soviet socialist eulture«" 
Soviet Culture, Moscow, 1943, p. 4» 
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for all the national grouplngs within the Soviet Union. Hence 

the Soviet composers are forced to reject abstract themes and 

forma, and are directed to produce concreto and ideological works 

representing the actual Soviet reality« The Reforestation 

Programme has thus glven rlse to Shostakovltch1 a "Song of the 

Forests", while the campaign of national glorification has 

inspired Ye« Zhukovsky to compose "Hall, my Native Land" and 

G« Popov - "Glory to the Fatherland"« Prokofiev, unfortunately, 

failed to respond in a properly patriotic manner to the tasks 

set before him and was criticised because "the spirltual world 

of the Soviet man who performs miracles of courage and heroism 
1 

for love of the Motherland" is ignored in his work« Playwright 

V« Vishnevsky, however, realized his patriotic shortcomings 

and issued the following Statement to the Soviet press, which 

illustrates the conditions under which Soviet creative geniuses 

operate: 

"For four years I edited the Journal "Znamya" and 
authorlzed the publication of articles by Borshcha-
govsky, Alt man, Danin and other cosmopolitans« I 
regret that I did not perceive their methods, part
icularly since for two decades they have attacked 
my plays» And since I committed these errors, this 
means that I had Clements of liberalism and near-
slghtedness, and I speak about this bluntly« I re
gret that I committed this error»" - 2 

The Soviet press carrles frequent appeals to Soviet 

artists not to forget their specific missicn; A« Geraaimov, 

1. Pravda, Jan« 4, 1949, p. 3« 1:1 
2« Pravda« Feb. 26, 1941 1:8-61 
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President of the Academy of Arte of the USSR, wrote, for 

instance, in an article, entitled "For Soviet Patrlotism 

in Art", that "the Party calls upon Soviet artlsts to study life 

carefully and to reproduce on canvas and In sculpture the 

Images of Soviet patriots, In such a way that all their spirlt

ual majesty and noble moral character is unfolded before the 
1 

spectator"» Soviet sport writers have been criticised for 

alleging on one occasion that Soviet athletes do not at all 

times compete in and think only of the Motherland. Applied 

art is used almost exclusively for national Propaganda. *%-

broidery picturing Soviet Army men, paintings representing 

sessions of the Supreme Soviet, portraits of the great Soviet 

leaders, are everywhere available» In brief, "Soviet eulture 
2 

is filled with an awareness of its superiority«" 

As a natural corollary to the above, an intense 

campaign of dlsparagement and depreeiatlon ls conducted against 

Western influence and achievements« It manlfests itself in 

all ways, from the most significant to the most trlfling« The 

Soviet humour magazines, Krokodil, for instance, carried an 

article, quite delightfully written, against forelgn names 

for dishes at Soviet restaurants« Another Soviet publication 

attacks American films which, accordlng to it, have only one 

theme: 

"A young man meets a girl who has a manic-depresslve 
psychosis; the girlfs father is a sadist, her mother is 

1« Pravda, Feb. 10, 1949» 1:6-71 
2. Ibid, April 11, 1949» 1:15-25 
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subject to catelepsy. The young man is a psychiatrist. 
He loves the girl and uses Insulin shock therapy to eure 
her, but she has been suffering from a guilt-complex 
and trles to kill him - finally the man marries the girl."-1 

^he same publication satirizes those Soviet technicians 

who dare to suggest that sone industrial processes abroad may 
2 

be superior to those utilized in the Soviet Union» A new 

Soviet film, "The Court of Homour", attacks the coneept of 

scientific Cooperation with the West, and portrays an imaginary 

Soviet scientist, who exchanged some Information with the West, 

as a traitor to the Motherland« A more drastic expresslon of 

this attltude is found in the Soviet campaign to limlt, through 

legal obstacles, all contacts between Soviet Citizens and for-
3 

eigners. Soviet Citizens are prohlbited from dlvulging even 

the most harmless Information, and any contacts with foreigners 

must be channelled through the Minlstry for Foreign Affairs or 
4 

of Foreign Trade» Foreigners are described as spies and de-
5 

praved black-marketeers plotting against the Soviet Union» 

1» Novy mir, no« 12, Dec. 1948« 1:4 
2» ±bid, Dec. 12, 1948. 1:5 
3» State Secrets Act, June 1947 and the Supplementary 

decree of December, 1947» 
4» See "Cultural Relatlons between the United States and 

the Soviet Unionw. U.S. Department of State, April 1949« 
5« e«g. the revelations of Annabelle Buoar, a former employee 

of the U.S. Embassy in Moscow who reslgned her post. Among 
other things, the U.S« Ambassador is aecused of low moral 
Standards, black-market Operations, etc» 
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The formerly frequent and frightening accusation 

of being a "counter-revolutionary" has been replaced by the 

sinister description of a "cosmopolltan antl-patriot"« "Cos-

mopolitanism ls a reactionary ideology preaching renunciation 

of national traditions, dlsdaln for the distingulshing feat-

ures in the national development of each people, and renun

ciation of the feelings of national dignity anci national pride» 

Cosmopolitanism preaches a nihilistic attitude of the individual 

toward his natlonallty - toward its paat, present and future«.» 

The ideology of cosmopolitanism is hostile to, and radically 

contradicts, Soviet patrlotism - the basic feature of which 
1 

characterizes the world outlook of Soviet man«" ^he Soviet 

scholar is called upon to search within the Soviet state for 

his guidance and Inspiration; those who fall under forelgn 

influence must either amend their ways or give place to those 

capable of appreclatlng the inexhaustible fountain of Soviet 

leamlng» 

"Not all Soviet scholars have shaken off the disease 
2 

of servility and deference to things forelgn" but some, fort-

unately, have realized thd r mlstakes and are prepared to re-

adjust themselves to the requirements of Soviet nationalism» 

"«.•I wish to protest most strongly against the dark hlnta of 

the war instigators to the effect that I am a man fof western 

orientation1 "• Today, in the present hlstorical circumstances, 

1» Voprosy fllosofli« no« 2, 1948» 1:1-3 
2« From a Speech by the USSR Minister of Higher 

Education Kultura 1 zhlzn. March 22, 1949« 1:13-55 
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that would mean being a counter-revolutionary, an anti 

soviet traitor to the working clasa...." 

Soviet nationalism, - for the above are certainly 

expresslons of rampant nationalism, asserts most emphatically 

the sovereign rights of the Soviet State. The conception of 

a world government is viewed by tbe Soviets as a direct threat 

2 

against the USSR and as an attempt to deprive it of its in

dependent exlstence. The spurring on of a vigorous feeling of 

nationalism is bound, If effectlvely achieved, to strengthen 

the internal position of the USSR and to cement Its state struct-

ure« For ideological reasons, however, lt is impossible to 

admlt nationalism into Soviet life, and the word "patrlotism" 

becomes a most suitable Substitute« 

Marxism, which came to Russia from the West, is now 

shutting Its gates to the West« This fear of Western influence 

is quite understandable, when regarded from the point of view 

of the Soviet leaders« They are quite aware that it was ex-

actly that Western influence which contributed to the fall of 

the Tsarist regime and to the growth of independent thought 

within the confines of the Tsarist Smpire« This danger was 

further emphasized by the return of millions of Soviet ser-

vicemen, with tales of the superiorlty of the Gestern way of 

life« The Soviet totalitarian society cannot afford such 

1« From a recantation by E« Varga, an economlst, Pravda. 
March 15, 1949» 1:10-45 

2« Zdanov, op« cit«, Voprosy fllosofii, no« 2, 
1948« 1:1-3 
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situations to develop; coercion, ridicule, and contempt are, 

therefore, employed against all manifestations of Western 

influence« 

Soviet "patrlotism" is not a mere attachment to 

local areas or territory (see Introduction)« It is a political 

conselousness, an awareness of onefs assumed superiority and 

distinctiveness« It is nationalism, and shows itself in a 

violent assertion of its own national excellence and in the 

conviction of the inferiority of other national communities« 

The Soviet State thus assumes a positlon not of equality with 

other natlons, but Claims for itself the first and leading 

place» 
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CHAPTER VII 

EXTERNAL MANIFESTATIONS QF SOVIET NATIONALISM, I. 

The attitude taken by the Soviet Union towards the 

Gestern natlons could possibly be explained, by stretching 

facta and sllghtly distorting reality, as an attitude of 

self-defence against "capitalist encirclement" and potential 

war, and not as a manifestation of nationalism in Soviet for

elgn relations» It is, therefore, more just to the Soviet 

Union to examine its relations with the states surrounding 

it, which are already "enjoying" the blessings of regimes 

friendly to, and supported by the USSR« The Soviet Union 

finde Itself in a relationship not only with friendly govern-

ments but actually with entire national communities which are 

being patterned on the example set by the USSR« The Soviet 

Union finds Itself surrounded by proletarian states controlled 

by the "Proletariat", and consequently a "brotherhood of 

workers" of all the states and of the Soviet Union could be 

expected» 

As pointed out in the previous chapter, the Soviet 

Union considered itself the spokesman of the entire world Pro

letariat« Being the only proletarian state in the world, lt 

feit its duty to be the defense of the interests of the working 

class against capitalist exploitation« The workera of the 

capitalist world "have no country"; their obvious ally was 

only the Soviet Union and its representatives« It was on 
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that theoretical basis that the Communist Parties throughout 

the world considered it proper to submit to Moscow1* direction 

through the Komintern, and to eonslder Soviet interests as 

their own interests« "The Internationalist is he who without 

reservation, without wavering, without stipulations, is ready 

to defend the USSR"« It was feit, and rightly so, that the 

Communist Parties could only achieve their aims through Co

operation wlth the Soviet Union, which was the only force in 

the world wllllng and capable *f giving them help« The Soviet 

Union, therefore, assumed quite openly the role of leadership 

in the world struggle for communism« From a theoretical point 

of view, again, this did not violate the prlnciples of Marxism; 

theoretically, the Soviet Union was helping the world Prolet

ariat achieve its own salvation« Tactlcal expedlency necessitated 

central direction; that direction was supplied by the only self-

sufficient proletarian organism In the world« 

As the sphere of influence of the communist society 

expanded, so would the proletarian society» The Communist 

Parties in the world would find a growing basis of support, 

moral and materlal, and the Soviet Union would cease to be the 

only proletarian communlty in the world« In keeplng with the 

prlnciples of Marxism, the Soviet Union would then no longer 

be the only source of Inspiration and direction for the 

1« This remark by Stalin was repeated last year in May (1949) 
in Bucharest by Marshai Voroshilov to a Rumänien mass-
meeting; doubtlesaly, the point was well taken««« 
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Communist Parties throughout the world; these Communist 

Parties would now rely on the entire proletarian communlty 

for support« Within that proletarian communlty, national 

equality would prevail, mutual Cooperation would reign, and 

general international amlty would characterize these new 

socialist states« National antagonisms would proceed to 

fade away, and each natlon would enjoy the same rights and 

Privileges» 

The successful establishment, facllitated by the 

Teheran and Yalta agreements, of Soviet power in Eastern 

Europa, and the recent victory of Mao-Tse-Tung in China, 

have led to the setting up on a Marxist pattern of a number 

of state structures, which have been officially designated 

as "Peoplefs Democraclest>« The Communist Parties in these 

states have assumed the role of a leadership eilte and are 

now in the process of communizing these hitherto "capitalist" 

communities. It should, therefore, be expected that these 

Communist Parties would now proceed to operate on a basis 

of equality with the VKP/b as they have already successfully 

overthrown "bourgeois capitalism"« 

This, however, conflicts with the leadership role 

of the Soviet Union and wlth the ambitlons of Soviet nation

alism« But a denial of equality could lead to a confllct 

between theory and practica and this no Marxist could possibly 

allow» ^uch a conflict is inadmissible from the point of 

Marxist theory, and dlalectic is immediately employed to re-

solve any such difficulties» 
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The method used is highly ingenious and solves the 

Problem without denying the baslc national and economic equal

ity of these new communities« The concept of a "Peoplefa 

Democracy" is merely redeflned to mean a society in which 

"there have arisen new, higher forms of democracy as compared 

with the old, bourgeois-parliamentarlan democracy« These 

countries have so developed and expanded democracy as to give 

the workers and peasants a significant part in the state ad

minlstration, and make the benefits of democracy accesible to 

the broadest masses« xhus, new forms of state polity have 

been created which are a big Step forward in comparison wlth 

the bourgeois-democratic states, and which offer possibilities 

for further progress by these countries in the economic and 
1 

political fields«" The "Peoplefs Democracies" are thus said 

to be moving"a big step forward" to soclalism, but, as they 

have not yet achleved it, the leadership of the USSR can still 

be malntalned. It ls noteworthy, however, that the Soviet 

Union has never been sald officlally to have passed through 

such an intermediary stage« "Soviet theoreticians permitted 

the Soviet Union a period of 20 years for the bullding of 

Soclalism without denying lt the character of a Socialist 
2 

State»" 

1« Bolshevik, no. 6, 1947« 
See "OnTeopley a Democracy In Yugoslavia« E« Kardelj, 
Yugoslav Foreign Minister, chapter I, helgrade, 1949« 

2« E. Kardelj, On People*s Democracy in Yugos£avla.l949. 
Beigrade, p« 18« 
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"The Stalinist princlple of equal rights for large 
and small nations, the princlple of fraternal Coop
eration, is the basis of all the treaties and agree-
ments concluded by the Soviet Union with the countries 
gravitating toward soclalism." -12 

The Soviet government has, since the cessation of 

hostilities against Germany, concluded a series of treaties 

and Conventions with the countries under its political tutel-

age« l'hese agreements ränge from military alliances, through 

economic and commerclal treaties, to declarations of mutual 

fondness and eternal friendship« The entire so-ealled Soviet 

Bloc is tied together by that series of pacts, usually made 

for a long duration« The quotatlon preceeding this paragraph 

makes one Important point, which emphasizes again the theoret

ical distinction between the Soviet Union and the "Peoplefs 

Democracies"« It speaks of agreements between the Soviet 

Union with states "gravitating toward soclalism". It is thus 

again pointed out that the USSR remains the only truly social

ist State in the world and by necessity performa the leader

ship function in the struggle for soclalism» 

The countries of theso-called Soviet Bloc are placed 

under political tutelage. The Soviet Union, and particularly 

the VKP/b (as will be seen in the next chapter), Claims for 

itself the role of the supreme Interpreter of Marxism and con« 

siders it necessary to give the "Peoplefs Democracies" advice 

and direction on their way to soclalism« Soviet experts are, 

1« Pravda, April 16, 1950 2:16-32 
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therefore, frequently placed in Strategie positions in 

the "People's Democracies", Soviet technicians perform 

a supervisory role in the industrial development of these 

countries, and the political leaders of the "People1 s Dem

ocracies" are expected to consult Moscow on their policy 

decisions« The appointment of Marshai K. Rokossovsky to 

the post of the Defence Minister in the Soviet Polish gov

ernment is merely the outstanding example of the political 

tutelage the "Peoplefs Democracies" are undergolng. 

^his State of affalrs gives the Soviet Union an 

absolutely unilateral right of supervlsion over the process 

of Marxist development In the "People1s Democracies". ^hia 

supervlsion is extremely marked in the field of hlstory, and 

there the presenee of purely ^ussian nationalism is manifest. 

Two examples might serve to illustrate this point: recent 

Polish history test-books are attacked for suggesting that 

the Poles played the leading role in the Battle of Grunwald, 
1 

and that the Russian detachments fled...; a Czech History 

of Czech Literature is eritieized as a "shameful, unscholarly 

work" for failing to note thaf'fczech literature developed 

under the be»ficient influence of progressive Russian lit-
2 

erature«" 

Soviet nationalism refuses to tolerate local national-

lsms since they would inherently resist such political tutelage» 

1» Voprosy istoril. April, 1949« 1:38-15 
2« Slavyanye» Nov« 1949« 2:1-29 
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Nationalism in the "People 's Democracies« is therefore com-

batted. The Secretary of the Bulgarian Communist Party Cen

tral Committee, for instance, condemns nationalism because 

it "is manifested in hostility toward the Soviet Union, in 

belittling its successes, in non-recognition and denial of 

the world-wide hlstorical significance of the October Social

ist Revolution.... Nationalism is high treason... We must 

strengthen, broaden and safeguard Bulgarian-Soviet friendship 

as the apple of our eye and educate the Party in the spirit 

of proletarian international ism, which in our time finds its 

most vivid expresslon in devotion to the Soviet Union, its 
1 

Communist Party and Comrade Stalin." Special agitation is 

conducted against the last remaining open vestiges of national

ism« Elements of a rather undesirable type are pushed to the 

front and given extreme powers to speed up the process of pol

itical education of these lands« That such tendencles often 

tend to weaken the Communist Parties is well shown by the crit-

icism in the Soviet press of the Party Organization in Latvia 

(a Soviet Republic) where eleven out of every twenty-five 

district Soviet executive chalrmen have no secondary education; 

eight have a secondary educetion; three have an incomplete 
2 

secondary education; and only three have a higher education. 

1. Vulko Chervenkov, as in Izvestla & Pravda. Feb. 12, 1950 
2:8-22 

2. Izvestla, Aug. 9, 1949. 1:33-56 
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Soviet nationalism demands from the "Peoplefs Dem

ocracies" not only obedience to its political direction but 

also humility, subservience and affection« The Soviet Union 

is to be portrayed as an eider brother, a guardian, and a 

teacher« A Hungarian film, "A Woman goes Abroad", is praised 

by the Soviet press for the followlng idyllic scene: "The 

war is over« A cart rumbles along the road« A woman leads 

the horse, whlle a llttle boy sits atop the household gooda 

loaded on the cart« Another little boy follows behind. A 

sudden jolt and the wheel breaks loose« What will happen? 

Will they have to spend the night in the open? Who will help 

them? Then, from afar, they hear a Rusaian marching song« 

Confidently, one of the little boys addresses the Russian 

officer: fUncle Russian, help us please1« With this movlng 
1 

truthful and symbolic scene the film opens"« Months of 

Soviet eulture are organized with great pomp in all the "Peoplefs 

Democracies"« Marxist museums become symbols of frlendshlp 
2 

with the Soviet Union» Stalin is ldolized everywhere; his 

birthday was a special holiday in all the "People1s Dem-

1» Pravda. April 28, 1950» 2:18-57 
2« "The Lenin Museum in Cracow will be a centre from 

which Marxist-Leninist ideology will radiate all over 
Poland« It will be a symbol of the eternal frlendshlp 
of the Polish nation wlth the natlons of the Soviet 
Union, of the peoplefs Poland with the motherland of 
Soclalism - Soviet Russia" - Trybuna Ludu. Apr. 21, 1950» 
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1 
ocracies«" Expressions of grsat sentlment for the Soviet 

Union are prominently featured in the press, on the radlo, 

etc« öuch atmosphere recently stlmulated the President of 

the Czechoslovak Union of Writers to write an article in 
2 

Pravda, entitled "I love the Soviet Union." 

The "Peoplefs Democracies" are expected to lauch 

intensive drives to acqualnt their population with the official 

language of the USSR - Russian« In Czechoslovakia, following 

the liberation of the country, the study of Russian became 

compulsory In the public, secondary, and special schools as 
3 

well as in gymnasia« "The press reports the immense pop-

ularity of the recently-organized peoplefs courses in the 

Russian language. The courses«..are attended by more than 

800,000 working people.«» A special text-book for the people9a 

course, "The Russian language is the International language 
4 

of Peace and Progress", has been published.••" The same 

compulsory learning of Russian has been adopted in Polish 

1» «•g#» n0n Dec« 15th already enthusiastic work is going on 
in hundreds of factories and plante throughout the country« 
Everywhere they are getting ready for the Stalin Shift« In 
this festive splrit, the working people are undertaking 
additional pledges, they are offering more and better work, 
higher records than ever before, in order to make the 70th 
anniversary of ßeneralissimo Stalin1s birth unforgettable 
with their attainments»" Hungarlan Bulletin. Budapest,no»66 
1949 p« 21 

2« Pravda, Dec. 5, 1949. 1:50-33 
3. Slavyanye, August, 19491 1:38-29 
*• Pravda, Nov. 13, 1949. 1:47-33 
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schools. Some 5,000 courses in Russian have been organized 

in Poland, with an enrollment of some 100,000. Furthermore, 

some 10,000 courses for the "mass reading of the Soviet 
tt 1 

press are being planned during 1950. Already some 340,000 
2 

copies of Soviet newspapers are being circulated in Poland. 

This emphasis on the learning of Russian has not been for-

gotten in China. An All-China Sino-^oviet Frlendshlp Soc

iety has been set up, and courses in the Russian language 

have been organized in Peking and in Shanghai, where a Soviet 
3 

bookshop has recently been established. 

The cultural primacy of the USSR in the "People1 s 

Democracies" has been accompanied by steady economic exploit

ation« In the Balkan countries, Joint stock enterprises are 

operating (in Rumania, for instance, in petroleum, trans-

portation, and steel), the character of which is best analyzed 

by this Yugoslav Statement: 

"In 1946, the Yugoslav Government and the USSR Gov
ernment had slgned agreements by which two compan!es 
had been formed, a shipping Company and an air trans
port Company« A much larger number of such companies 
had been formed in other Peoplefs Democracies« But 
Yugoslavia realized that the activlties of such com
panies would be prejudicial to Yugoslav economy and 
had not wished to increase their number. in spite of 
the insistance of the USSR Government«"* 

The trade of the "Peoplefs Democracies" is being channelled 

1« Trybuna Ludu, Warsaw, March 25, 1950» 
2» Ibid, May 5, 1950» 
3* Pravda» April 19, 1950» 2:16-24 
4» Provisional Summary Record, 2nd Committee, UNO, 0ct«7,1949 
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in unprecedented proportions into the Soviet Union. Inis 

process bears a striking resemblance to the internal Soviet 

policy of denying to the Union Republic total economic seif-

sufficiency within the borders of individual Union Republlcs. 

The Council for Mutual Economic Assistance is functioning 

under the influence and direction of Kikoyan, the USSR Min

ister for Foreign Trade, and the process of economic Inte

gration is proceeding. 

Soviet nationalism indicates throughout its re

lations with the "Peoplefs Democracies" a feeling of superior-

ity and a desire to exploit its preponderant position for its 

own material gain. Soviet nationalism denies the principles 

of national equality and replaces them wlth the unequivocal 

national supremacy of the Soviet State. The theoretical and 

dialectical machinations, aimed at supplying a Marxist basis 

for Soviet supremacy, only indicate the reality of that supremacy» 

Soviet nationalism becomes mixed with traditional 

Russian forelgn policy in relatlon to Eastern Europe, and both 

develop a strikingly dogmatic variety of chauvinism which 

threatens the very national existance of "friendly" communities. 

Soviet nationalism reaches a high pitch of intolerance, not by 

directly disparaging local national feelings but by asserting 

its own nationalism to such an extent that local national 

feeling retains no scope of expresslon. 
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ÜS e*.J a l l tS l n 6 °f t h e hlstories of other natlons 
^ ? a ^ ^ f

C h i a ! ? m e n t s o f o t h e r ^tions, of various 
scientific achievements, the non-Marxist glorifi-
catlon of the whole of the pre-revolutionary Rus
sian history and so forth; the distoritlon of con-
temporary history of other natlons, the belittling 
Ol the revolutionary force and conscience of the 
international Proletariat, and the negation of its 
ablllty to understand correctly in each country 
separately the science of Marxism-Leninism and to 
apply it in the specific conditions of its own 
country - these are a few of the revisionlst de-
viations which you can find in the daily Soviet 
Press. It is most wrong to judge loyalty to the 
science of Marxism-Leninism by blind Submission to 
the Great State conception of the All-Union Comm
unist Party leaders." -1 

Soviet nationalism, especially through its relations 

with the "Peoplefs Democracies", contradicts the Marxist approach 

to the national question. By claiming political leadership, 

cultural direction, and economic priority, Soviet nationalism 

ranks itself with the typical "bourgeois" nationalism it so 

severely condemns. Lenin18 Imperlallsm - the highest stage of 

Capitalism finds an unexpected answer in this external manif-

estation of Soviet nationaliam. 

1. Tito, as interviewed in the Yugoslav Fortnlghtly. Beigrade, 
January 13th, 1950• 
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CHAPTER VIII 

EXTERNAL MANIFESTATION pp SOVIET NATTOWAT.T^ n . 

"The Soviet Union has no other Interests 
in Jugoslavia but to live on the very 
best terms wlth our country and to give 
it all the help it can to rebulld and 
develop the country." - 1 

- Tito, June 10, 1945. 

"All the Cominf orm noise againtt Jugo
slavia, and particularly on the part of 
the USSR, about the alleged straying of 
our country into the capitalist camp, 
into capitalism, is an ordinary disguise 
for the non-Socialist aims of the Great 
State ambitions of the USSR leaders, at 
the expense of the small natlons." -2 

- Tito, Jan., 1950. 

The undisputed sway of Soviet power over Eastern 

^urope received a sudden jolt by the refusal of the Yugoslav 

Communist Party leadership to submit to undisputed Moscow 

direction» This refusal placed the leadership of the Soviet 

state face to face wlth the problern of definlng Its attitude 

toward states which Claim to pursue the same aims as the 

Soviet Union but which deny its primacy« The stand taken 

by the USSR is too well known to be recounted In detail; 

some aspects of lt, however, bear examlnation in so far as 

they are indicative of the influence that nationalistic 

factors have on Soviet policies. 

1. "The Coürespondence between the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of Jugoslavia and the Central Committee 
of the All-Union Communist Party (bolsheviks)" (VKP-b), 
Beigrade, 1949, p. 5 

2. Yugoslav Fortnightly. Jan« IS, 1950, Beigrade« 
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It is interesting to note that as early as June 

the 5th, 1945, the Soviet Government in an official note 

denounced Tito and Kardelj for alleged indications of their 

anti-Soviet attitude and warned them of the consequences 

that might follow should they persist. The Yugoslav leaders 

made immediate amends and the matter was closed temporarily, 

but not entirely forgotten. The Soviet Government was part

icularly irked by a Yugoslav request for lncreased dlscip-

line among Soviet troops in Beigrade immediately after the 

liberation. Soviet nationalist feelings were aroused by this 

slur on the dignity of the Soviet Army, end when the rift with 

Tito came out into the open, this became immediately one of 

the points raised against the Yugoslav leadership as add-

itional proof of their alleged anti-Soviet attitude. 

The expulslon of the Tito regime from the Cominform, 

and the failure of the Tito government in Yugoslavia to collapse 

in consequence, created a serious obstacle to undisputed Soviet 

leadership in Eastern Europe. The purge of Rajk, Kostov, and 

Gomulka indicated group dissatisfaction among even the Communist 

Parties of Eastern Europe wlth the dominant posltlon held by 

the VKP/b, and the need for a more precise definition of the 

relationship between the Soviet Union and the "People^ Dem

ocracies«" 

The Yugoslav stand, which Soviet nationalism had to 

challenge If it was to retain its special posltlon, was based 
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on the Marxist denial of inequality between natlons which 

have achieved soclalism. The Yugoslavs find support for 

their Interpretation in the early Soviet writlngs, partic

ularly in Stalin1s, which stressed specific national con-

ditions in the appllcation of Marxism. The Yugoslavs feit, 

first of all, that they, like the Soviets, had achieved the 

social revolution by their own efforts (this is denied by 

the Soviet side, which maintains that Yugoslavia was liberated 

through the efforts of the Soviet Army), and, therefore, that 

there was no need for political tutelage and Submission to the 

USSR. The Yugoslavs feit that equality of the "People's Dem

ocracies" with the Soviet Union was the necessary feature of 

the Eastern Bloc, and that the Soviet insistence on USSR lead-
1 

ership was a natlonalist deviation« 

1. "It is flagrant revisionism when the leaders of the All-
Union Communist Party (bolsheviks) try to impose upon the 
international working-class movement the view that decisions 
and judgement passed by the leaders of the All-Union Commun
ist Party (bolsheviks), even concerning other parties, are 
infallible« Furthermore. according to viewa expressed in 
the Soviet communist Party letters to the Communist Party 
of Yugoslavia, it would appear that a revolutionary trans-
formation is impossible without the assistance of the Red 
Army« In other words, the ability of the progressive move-
ments of other countries to win for themselves a better 
social order with their own forces is denied, the faith of 
the Proletariat in its own revolutionary forces is killed 
and non-Marxist Views are imposed in its stead«««." 
Tito, Jan., 1950« 
Yugoslav Fortnlghtly. Jan« 13, 1950« 
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The Soviet Union attacked the Yugoslav posltlon as 

a demonstration of "bourgeois nationalism" and a betrayal 

of soclalism« The Soviet Union, through the absolute Id

entification of soclalism with the Soviet Union, demonstrated 

the acuteness of its nationalism by the vlolence of its innuen-

does against the Yugoslav Communist Party leadership. The 

workers of the world were told that their main duty was to 
1 

"defend and support unconditionally the VKP/b and the USSR" 

and that "the real cause of the deterioration of relations 

between the USSR and Jugoslavia ls the hostile policy of the 

Jogoslav government towards the Soviet Union«.. The Jugoslav 

government has forfelted the right to expect a friendly attitude 

from the Soviet government inasnuch as the Jugoslav government 

is engaging in activlties hostile to the Soviet Union since 

lt has established in Jugoslavia an anti-communist and anti-
2 

democratic terrorist regime«" The Soviet Union again stressed 

its Interpretation of the posltlon of the "Peoplefs Democracies 

in the Marxist communlty and clalmed for itself the leadership 

role« 

Until the open break, the USSR ejoyed a prlvileged Pos

ition in Jugoslavia, and the commercial relations 

1« Pravda« June 12, 1949« 
2« Soviet note to the Jugoslav government, May 31, 194ß. 

n 
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between these two states were certainly not unfavorable 

to the USSR. In 1948, for instance, some 72# of Jugoslav 

bliater copper, 72# of mercury, 100% of iron, 97# of raw 

zinc, etc. went to the USSR and the "People's Democracies." 
1 

In the Joint stock shipping Company in which the USSR in-

vested only about 10# of its required share, "the director 

appointed by the USSR Government had directed the activlties 

of the Company in a manner which had served primarlly the 
2 

interests of the USSR economy." Slmilar tendencles man-

ifeated themselves in the cultural field. ^hile no Jugo

slav films at all were shown in the USSR, some 557 Soviet 
3 

films were shown In Jugoslavia. Works by Soviet authors 

represented about 75# of the total translatlon Into Jugo

slav (279 were translated in 6 months of 1948) while only 
4 

3 Jugoslav works were translated into Russian. 

With the disSolution of Soviet-Jugoslav frlendshlp, 

the Soviet government and its satellites proceeded to isolate 

Yugoslavia, both politically and economically. The Frlend

shlp Treaty of April 11, 1945, was declared by the USSR as 

null andvold; the satellites likewise denounced their treaties 

and agreements with Jugoslavia. Virulent attacks on Jugoslavia 

as an enemy, as "bourgeois nationalist", and as an ally of the 

"monarcho-fasclsts" began to appear in the entire Communist 

press. Anti-Tito Yugoslav papers were published and are pub-

lished in Moscow, Prague, Sofia, Bucarest, and Warsaw. 

1. See p. 
2. Provlsional Summary Record, UNO, 2nd Committee, Oct.7, 1949# 
3. Political Report, Marshai Tito, Apr. 9, 1949, Beigrade, p.15. 
4. Ibid, p. 18. 
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The Jugoslav government was accused of imprisoning Soviet 

Citizens, of instituting a police regime, and of conducting 

a terror campaign against supporters of the Cominform re-

solution« While condemning the Jugoslav government, the 

Soviet press, however, never failed to point out the great 

love the Jugoslav people, as distinct from its leadership, 

are alleged to have for the Soviet Union, signs "Long,live 

the Soviet Union, Bulwark of Peace and Democracy11 are supposed 
1 

to appear daily on Jugoslav mines and factories« 

The Jugoslav leaders are accused of fostering acute 

nationalism within Party ranks and of conducting a vituperative 

campaign against the USSR. "A clique of Jugoslav social-

nationalists have broken away from the mighty anti-Imperialist 

front of soclalism, from the international family of Communists. 

They have forsaken the principles of Marxism-Leninism, betrayed 

the banner of international!sm and disgraeed the Yugoslav people1s 

feellngs of love and attachment to the USSR... There is no doubt 

that the Y«C.P« and the working class will be able to get rid 

2 

of this treacherous clique." Soviet national prlde seemed part

icularly hurt because the Yugoslavs in Macedonia were reported 
to be changing Russian sounding names to more typical Jugoslav 

3 
endings ("ow" changed to "ski"). 

1. Pravda, Jan. 27, 1950. 2:5-26 
2. Voprosy ekonomlki, Jan., 1949« 1:18-7 
3. Izvestla. Dec« 3, 1949« 1:50-32 
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The special posltlon that Soviet nationalism arrogates 

to itself is well shown by the correspondence between the Cen

tral Committee of the VKP/b and the Yugoslav Communist Party 

Central Committee just prior to the Cominform resolution. The 

Yugoslav Communist Party is accused of not accepting the "frat-

ernal" criticisms of the Central Committee of the VKP/b and of 

regarding them as an invasion of their sovereignity, thus in-

dicating a nationalist-deviatlon« The Yugoslav leaders were 

further accused of criticiilng the Soviet Union« 

In its letter of Mar. 27th, 1948, the Central Comm

ittee of the VKP/b attacks the Yugoslav political leaders for 

circulating Statements that "in the USSR there prevails a Gre^t 

Power chauvinism", thatlfthe USSR tends to conquer Jugoslavia 

economically", and that "soclalism in the USSR has ceased to 
1 

be revolutionary." In their letter of May 4th, 1948, the 

Central Committee of the VKP/b attacks the Yugoslav government 

for considering the USSR ambassador "as being on the same scale 

as any of the bourgeois ambassadors, as being the same as any 
2 

of the common officials of a bourgeois state." The letter 

goes on to ask whether the Jugoslav leadership falls to grasp 

"that such a relationship with the Soviet Ambassador means 

the same as the denial of friendly relations between the USSR 

1. "The Correspondence between the Central Committee of the C.P. 
of Jugoslavia and the Central Committee of the VKP/b" (A-U 
C.P.-b in English), Beigrade, 1949, p. 25« 

2« Ibid, p. 45. 
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1 

and Jugoslavia." In the same letter the Jugoslav leader

ship is attacked for conducting "the same policy towards the 

Soviet Union as it is conducting towards the Imperialist 
_ 1 

States, towards Great Britaia and the U.S.A." In their final 

letter, the Central Committee of the VKP/b, dated May 22nd, 

1948, the following Statement is to be found: "the Politbüro 

of the Central Committee of the C.P.J. and notably Comrade Tito 

should know that by their anti-Soviet and anti-Russian policy 

which they have been applying in recent times in daily pract

ica, they have done everything to undermine all confidence 

that the Communist Party and the Government of the USSR had 
2 

placed in them". 

Soviet nationalism lndlcates a striklng lack of tol-

erance In deallngs wlth communities which wlsh to emphasize 

th*ir own national statehood. Soviet nationalism demands, in 

the name of soclalism, total Submission to Soviet dlrectives, 

and insists on the primacy of the USSR in the economic, po

litical, and cultural relations with the "People1a Democracies"« 

The Jugoslav case demonstrated the extent of the superiority 

complex which Soviet nationalism is developing, and the campaign 
3 

of vilification, against the Yugoslav Communist leadership 

1. Ibid, p. 46. 
2« Ibid, p. 68. 
3« Jugoslavia is now portrayed as the country with most ^is-

lings, where the resistance was carried on by German (?) 
Partisans. - Borba. Oct. 2, 1948, op. cit. from Soviet preas« 
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ehowsthat the Soviet Union does not desire equality in the 

struggle for soclalism, or even after its attainment. 

Soviet nationalism, through its insistence on the 

special posltlon of the USSR and on Soviet leadership, has em-

broiled the Soviet state and the entire communist communlty in 

a dangerous theoretical crisis. The denial of specific national 

conditlons in the process of achieving Marxism, and insistence 

on the superior Position of the Soviet Union, is shown in the 

followlng Statement: 

"The assertion that every country advances 
towards Soclalism along its onw specific 
path cannot be recognized as correct as well 
as the contention that there are as many 
roads in this direction as there are countries. 
To utter this means to deny the international 
portent of the Bolshevik experience. The gen
eral laws of transition from capitalism to 
Soclalism, discovered by Marx and Engels, and 
tested, put to concrete use and developed by 
Lenin and Stalin on the basis of the experience 
of the Bolshevik Party and the Soviet State, 
are binding upon all countries«" - 1 

This contradlcts completely the former Soviet attitude on this 

question, put forth by Stalin in Marxism and the National Question 
2 

ä*1** Lenin!sm and the National and Colonlal Questlons. 

1« Bolshevik, no« 17, 1948, p« 51. 
SeeOn People's Democracy in Jugoslavia. Kardelj, Chapter 1« 

2« See also p«15 quotation from Vaprosy fllosofll« 
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The external manifestations of Soviet nationalism 

thus serve to indicate not only the extent to which nationalism 

has become a reality in the Soviet Union but they also indicate 

the exlstence of a serious ideological revolution within the 

Soviet Union« The Marxist conception of national equality upon 

the attainment of soclalism seems to be replaced by a hierarchy 

of natlons, based not on economic development but on historic 

priority, quite accidental In character« A special posltlon 

is claimed for the Soviet Union on the basis of greater exper

ience and m&turity, on its achievements and attainments« The 

Soviet Union is said to be the leading socialist State, and all 

actions of the proletarlans must be guided by their Utility to 

the USSR. This vivid demonstration of nationalism is thus not 

only indicative of its influence on Soviet pollcies, but is 

also an important lesson for the non-communist national commun

ities. 
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CHAPTER IX 

MILITARISM. 
*••*—•••••Jfcw«^MH^.M«^.«.ai.^»MaflB«^M 

Nationalism finds its most vivid expresslon and 

attains its most striking symbolism in mllitarism. The con-

cept of nationalism contalns within it definlte Clements of 

struggle and conflict, even of violence in relation to others. 

Nationalism, as it becomes more acute, cannot avold creating 

areas of tension with other nationalisms and usually resorts 

to arms in order to assert its Position. Nationalism, by 

alming at the conservation of its distinctiveness, must always 

be prepared to defend it against those who wish to deny it. 

Nationalism, by being convinced of the righteousness of its 

cause, frequently tends to lmpose its special features on 

weaker communities. Nationalism thus breeds, by its very 

natura, a constant clash of interests, which stimulates both 

an acute development of nationalism and also a tendency 

towards lncompatibillty, unwillingness to compromise, and 

war* 

Thia characteristic of nationalism, particularly 

In the age of speciallzation, develops in the communlty a 

specific caste devoted to the task of givlng violent ex

presslon, on an organized pattern, to the demands of the 

national communlty in respect to other communities. This 

caste, the military Organization, is used basically for 

defensive purposes; a defensive purpose, however, always 
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seems to be involved In all military Operations, even the 

most openly aggressive. This military Organization, being 

in the canstant service of the natlon, develops a specific 

type of Individual, a partlcular esprlt de corps. which is 

characterized by acute nationalism« Milltarism finds its 

basis in nationalism; thence comes its moral justiflcation 

and material foundations« 

The Stimulation of nationalism bases itself to 

a high degree on milltarism. The symbolic value of the 

military In achieving nationalistic responses is not to be 

underestimated. It ls not by accident that both Faselst and 

Nazi regims employed military patterns, on a grandiose soale, 

in stimulatlng the nationallst reflexes of the Citizen. The 

mass parades, the uniforme, the banners, even the diseipline, 

all have impact on the Citizen, impress him with the natlon1 s 

strength, fill him with a convietion of his own personal might 

as a part of this great machine. Even the negative features 

of military service serve to impress the individual with the 

fact that, above all eise, it is the Nation to whiefc everything 

must be subordinated. The glorificatlon of military heroea, 

often to the point where other non-military but equally splendid 

achlevements are forgotten, develops in the Citizen a partlcular 

regard for the professional soldier - the uniformed nationalist. 
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"The Proletariat as the ruling class, 
lf they want to and do come to power, 
must manifest its will by creating a 
military Organization...." - 1 

- Lenin. 

The Proletariat can only achieve the revolution 

by violence. In the words of Marx: "Force is the midwife 

of every old society pregnant with the new". The capital-

ists will not resign themselves to the glories of communism 

without a struggle, and the Proletariat must possess an iron 

fist to assert its will. Only direct and violent activity 

of the Proletariat can overthrow the oppressors and estab-

lish the proletarian Community. In the period, however, of 

the Dictatorshlp of the Proletariat, when the process of 

elimination of the former oppressors has not yet been comp-

leted, a "military Organization" will have to be malntalned 

by the Proletariat to defend itself against counter-revol-

ution. 

The organized and armed expresslon of the Prolet

ariats will shall also be malntalned to give effect to the 

revolution In areas where the local Proletariats are not 

potent enough to assert themselves. The military Organization 

of the Proletariat, therefore, will have a double function: 

(a) to defend the Revolution where it has been successful; 

and (b) to carry the torch of the Revolution to areas which 

still remain under bourgeois domination. 

!• Works. vol. XXIV, p. 122. 
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This, however, did not mean the acceptance of 

milltarism per se. Milltarism as such, with all its accomp-

anying characteristics, was rejected. The professional soldier 

was described as a robot, manipulated by the capitalists, as a 

tool of oppression. He was to be eliminated and replaced by 

the armed proletarian, ideologically conscious and politically 

aware. The military Organization was to be non-professional 

in character and socialist in content. 

The failure of the Revolution to spread, and the sub-

sequent Containment of Communism within the frontiers of the 

USSR by "capitalist enclrclement", made necessary the estab-

11ahment of a permanent "military Organization" to defend the 

USSR. This military Organization, however, became associated 

not with a proletarian Community embracing many natlons, but 

with a Single State entity, acutely aware of its distinctlveness. 

The Soviet Armed Forces serve the Soviet state and the Soviet 

people, and not in fact the entire world Proletariat. Fürthsr-

more, the need for specializatlon meant that a specific pro

fessional military Organization had to be developed. In these 

clreumstances, the creation of a permanent military force was 

unavöidable. 

The Soviet State is permeated wlth the atmosphere 

of violence; violence will achieve the revolution abroad and 

violence will defeat counter-revolution at home.1 

1. It is remarkable to see to what an extent war metaphors 
are daily employed in Soviet life: 
"the coal front", "the grain front", "the shock brigades", 
"heroes of the Soviet Union", etc. 
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In such an atmosphere, Soviet milltarism easily developed. 

The growth of Soviet nationalism, the emphasis on Soviet 

distinctiveness and superiority embraced the armed Services, 

and new emphasis was given to them as a symbol and vivid 

expresslon of the power and might of the state. 

The old Taarist title of guards regiments and guards 

divisions, as a special distinction for crack units, have been 

restored; distinctions for officers, both in uniform and sal-

ary, have been reestablished, and discipline tightened. Mil

itary decorations, as the Orders of Suvorov, Kutuzov and 

Alexander Nevsky, recall great national, particularly Russian 

leaders. 

Suvorov, the Russian general of the Napoleonic per-

iod, is particularly hailed as an example of military prowess 

and skill to be emulated by all Soviet officers. His recent 

sequlcentennial anniversary was marked by vivid tributes to 

hls memory, to his battles, and - and this ls signiflcant, 

to the military abilities of the Russian people. The followlng 

quotations from the Soviet press indicate the Russian influence 

on Soviet milltarism, and are startling demonstrations of 

purely Russian nationalism: 

"Suvorovfs victorlous campaigns demoiB trated 
the immeasurable superiority of Russian mil
itary science." - 1 

!• Pravda. May 18, 1950. 2:20*10 
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"Alexander Vasilyevlch Suvorov is one of the 
best expressions of the Russian people«s 
military genium." -1 

The Soviet press quotes with emphasis SUvorovt8 remark: 
1 

"I am proud to be a Russian" while the State Publishing 

House for Cultural and Educational Literature has issued 

special posters to commemorate Suvorov«a death. An All-

Union Committee, appointed to perpetuate his memory, has 

arranged for postcards with his Image to be printed, ex-

hlbitions opened, war trophies displayed, his letters re-

leased for public consumption, and a mausoleum dedicated 

to him in Leningrad. The celebration embraced not only 

Russia, but such clearly non-Russian areas as the Ukraine, 
2 

where a Suvorov museum was opened, and the Caucasus, where 

special festivities were held. Military Cadet schools for 

future officers are called Suvorov Military Schools; Suv

orov^ name has become synonomous with military glory and 

service to the Motherland. 

Numerous soeieties exist to support the Soviet Armed 

Forces and to instill in the Citizen an ardent admiration for 

the armed Services. "The Voluntary Society for Cooperation 

with the Army", with a special flag and anthem of its own, as 

well as the "Voluntary Society for the Cooperation with the 

Navy", are to acquaint the Citizen with the armed forees and 

1. Pravda. May 18, 1950. 2:20-10 
2# Izvestla. May 6, 1950. 2:19-65 
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to maintain close laison between them. Its members are given 

military training, as shown by the following news item: "2,000 

members of the Voluntary Society for Cooperation with the Army 

in Moldavia participated in the rifle matches." Furtherinore, 

regiments are often "adopted" by factories and the Young 

Communist League organlzations. 

^he Armed Forces are glorified by special service 

holidays. Aviation Day was marked by the discovery that the 

Russians were the first to discover the hellcopter, balloon, 

flying boat and jet plane. The press carried headlines stress-

ing the holiday: "Glory of Stalinist Aviation", "Celebratlon 

of the Power and Glory of Stalinist Aviation." In the Navy 

Day celebratlon "particularly effective was the demonstration 

of 6,000 swimmer8, who at a Signal jumped from ships and swam 

to the water basin, trailing over their heads a colorful 
2 

arrangement of banners bearing Stalin1s portrait." Press 

stories were headlined: "Russian Naval Glory", "The Great 

Soviet State1s Navy Day." Tank Corps Day was given additional 

emphasis by the fact that the Russians were the first to discover 

the tank. The press headlined the story: "Pride of the Soviet 

People." Stories on Artillery Day were headlined: "Glorious 

Stalinist Artillery", "Mighty Stalinist Artillery", etc. 

Public Speakers never fall to assert the "Herculean 

might of the Soviet people";2 Stalin calls for "eternal glory to 

!• Pravda. Feb« 19, 1950. 2:9-50 
2« Izvestla. July 5, 1949. 1:28-65 
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the heroes who feil in the struggle for the freedom and in-

dependence of our Motherland...«, Malenkov asserts that a 

third war will mean the total defeat of capitalism and a 

glorious victory for the USSR. Monuments, plaques, even the 

Moscow subway stations emphasize the military achievements 

of the Soviet Union« A most convincing proof of the extent 

of militaristic feelings inculcated in the Soviet Citizen 

is supplied by a group of Soviet school children who, when 

asked to write why x was their favourite hero, wrote mostly 
2 

on national military heroes« 

This development of milltarism in the Soviet Union 

is the natural consequence of the communistic theory of vio

lence. The Soviet State has as its foundation the Revolution, 

its structure was bullt through the class struggle, its aim 

is the defeat, by violence, of capitalism. In such an atmos-

phere, and wlth the necessity of maintaining internal order 

and of providing for national defense against potential 

enemies, a militaristic attitude easily developed« The Con

tainment of the Revolution within a Single state, the war 

with Germany, the return to historicism in Soviet life, all 

tend to give this milltarism a high-pitched nationalist flavour, 

based almost entirely on purely Russian military achievements« 

The victorious conclusion of the death struggle with Germany 

enhanced the prestige of the military within the Soviet Union, 

1« The Great Patriotic War, Order of the Day, Nov« 7, 1944, 
p« 147, J. Stalin, ^ew York, 1945. 

2« Sovetskaya pedagoglka, April, 1949« 1:24-3 
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and gave further Impetus to the growth of a militaristic 

fervour. This, however, by no means challenges the sup

remacy of the Communist Party, but rather strengthens the 

hierarchy of command within the State by glorifying dis-

cipllne, distlnct ions, and organized Integration. The 

gloriflcation of the military past gives the Citizen a 

feeling of national pride, together with a conviction and 

confidence, highly Important In a totalitarian society, in 

the might of the state and its ability to defeat all others. 

The emphasis on Russian military achievements re-

calls to the largest populär unit their dominant past, and 

stirs them to an awareness of their national Identlty, and 

to a reallzation of the importance of their role in world 

affalrs. This mixture of the communist atmosphere of viol

ence and Russian military glory combine to breed a Soviet 

milltarism based on faith in might and force as a Solution 

to all dlfficulties. Soviet milltarism through this process, 

and in spite of its official rejection, rears its martlal 

head in the USSR, and the professional soldiers now become 
1 

the glorified defenders of the Revolution. Thus the Soviet 

Armed Forces, drawing on the rieh resources of Russian military 

history, well serve the cause of Russo-Soviet Natiaialism. 

1* An Illustrative example is the play, "The Front", which, 
while satirizing the old-type revolutionary Commanders, 
heaped praise on the efficient Soviet officers. 
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CHAPTER X. 

"OPIUM OF THB PEOPLE" - AN IMPLßMSNT QF NATIONAL POLICY 

The Russian Orthodox Church has frequently been 

a tool of the Russian State. The State used the Church as 

a means of uniting around itself the Russian population 

through its spirltual appeal, and the Church served to stren-

gthen the state structure by giving it its religious blessings 

and sanction. In its policy of expanslon the Russian state 

made extensive use of the Orthodox Church and intensive eff

orts were made to convert local populations to the Orthocax 

faith as a corollary of the process of Russification. 

Internally, the Orthodox Church enjoyed a special 

Position and was supported morally and materially by the state. 

Its predominant posltlon, bordering alraost on monopoly, de-

veloped tendencles towards internal Stagnation and corruption, 

and the general quality of the Orthodox clergy declined con-

siderably. The Church, meeting no religious competition, ignored 

social activity and began to lose touch with the masses. The 

simultaneous growth of a generally non-confessional intelli-

gentsia served further to weaken the posltlon of the Orthodox 

Church in Russia. 

The Revolution of 1917 led naturally, In keeping 

with the prlnciples of Marxism, to the fall of the Orthodox 

Church. Materialism, which is the foundation of the Marxist 

metaphyaics, could not possibly tolerate the exlstence of a 
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dogmatic body stressing purely spirltual values. The Church»s 

close associatlon with the Tsarist state meant that the state 's 

collapse was followed by the collapse of the Church. The 

Communists, furthermore, hastened this process by a series 

of decrees, aimed at the total eradication of the Church in 

the new Soviet state. An intensive campaign of violence was 

launched against the Church which, speaking broadly, persisted 

tili about 1930 and again, for a brlef spell, in 1937-38. The 

Church was denied legal exlstence in the Soviet state, the 

clergy were persecuted, the churches destroyed, converted into 

anti- religious museums or garages. This active policy of 

persecution became much milder in 1930; direct vilification 

and violence became rarer, and some religious activity, on a 
1 

very restrlcted seale, was tolerated. 

This latter policy came to a sudden end in 1937, 

during the great purge; again mass arrests of the clergy took 

place, churches were closed down, etc. Anti-religious Propa

ganda was given greater Impetus. The appearance of war-clouds 

on the horizon necessitated, however, the mobllization of all 

the forces within the USSR for the support of the State. 

Greater stress on patrlotism, the rapid development of nat

ional ist Propaganda, meant that the Orthodox Church could be 

1# A reliable and thorougt account can be found in N.S. 
Timaahefffs Religion in oovlet Russia. New York, 1942. 
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utilized for the purposes of the Soviet state. As an In

stitution, operating under governmental supervlsion, the 

Orthodox Church could be Channelled in a useful direction 

and serve the interests of the USSR. The former denunci-

ations were thus now directed mostly against the Cathollc 

Church, which was declared to be an esplonage agency under 

forelgn and hostile direction. The process of lncreased 

toleration reached its culmination during the war years, 

when the Orthodox Church obediently served the state, and 

called upon all the faithful to resiat the German aggress-

ion. 

During the war years, the Church was particularly 

useful in tending to prevent collaboration with the Germans 

on religious grounds; served as a Propaganda mouthpieee 

abroad by frequent appeals for a second front; supported the 

Soviet policy against the Vatican; and favourably impressed 
1 

public opinion in the West towards the Soviet Union. In 

Moscow reglon some slxty clergymen were awarded decorations 
2 

for war service, as was also the Metropolitan of Leningrad 

for his efforts to boost morale during the siege. The Church 

1. e.g. the Patriarch Sergius collaborated in the editing 
of a well-lllustrated book, "The Truth about Religion in 
Russia. distributed abroad but never eirculated within 
the USSR. 

2. USSR Information Bulletin. Oct. 9, 1946, p. 5. 
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conferred Its bleasings on Stalin as the "divlnely-installed 

leader of the people". «...The war, a severe test for our 

Soviet State, terminated in a great and illustrious vlctory. 

The victory over the mlghty foe was attained through brill-

l t polltlcjl „ d - I t t „ L.d.r.Mp. .«h J.V.Stalin at 

the heim.««" 

The Soviet government has thus utilized an add-

itional fountaln of mass enthusiasm for its own purposes« 

This, of course, did not stop or dlminish anti-religious 

Propaganda, but lt was recognized that: 

"Not a few of our people still believe in 
Ood, and are captives of religious super-
stition and prejudices« Even among the 
youth there are many religious survivals« 
There are instances of young men and women 
going to church and performing religious 
rites«" 3 

This inspired the Soviet government to use the Church as an 

lmplement of its policles« The struggle wlth the Germans, and 

1. Zhurnal Moskovskoi Patriarkhil. Oet., 1948. 1:13-3 

2. %iswer to a young Communist whose fiancee wants a Church 
wedding: "Such an act, if you perform it, directly violates 
the Young Communist League Statutes. It contradicts comm
unist ethics and is incompatible with the title of Young 
Communist. It would be an unprincipled act.««" 
Komsomolskaya pravda. March 21, 1950. 2:12-41 

"A Soviet teacher is obliged not only to be an unbeliever 
himself, but also to be an actlve Propagandist of Godless-
ness among others, - to be the bearer of ideas of militant 
proletarian atheism.««" 
Uchitelskava gaxeta. Nov« 26, 1949« 

3. Nauka 1 shlzn, No. 11, 1949, p« 2t« 
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the conflict with the West, necessitated the solidification 

of populär support behlnd the government« The Orthodox 

Church, a purely Russian Institution, would thus serve to 

strengthen further the obedience and loyalty of the masses 

to the State, and would stimulate populär enthusiasm for 

state policies« Reliance on this hlstorically Russian In

stitution, together with the violent denunciation of the 
1 

Vatican, was a further trend towards traditionally Russian 

policies, and was aceompanled by an attack on the non-Ortho-

dox religions, particularly the Ukrainian Uniate Church 
2 

which was forcibly subordinated to the Orthodox Church. 

The Orthodox Church, with its traditions of Sub

ordination to the State, lavishes praise on the Soviet state 

and denounces its forelgn Opponents: 

"After 25 years of the Separation of the Church 
from the State in Russia our eyes are turned with 
sincere gratitude to our Government which has so 
wisely and so to the beneflt of the Church solved 
the problem of the relationship of the Church and 
the State«" - 3 

"The Wall Street billionalres, who dream of a 
dollar-dominated world, the colonizers who make 
gold and diamonds from human blood, military 
spies and provocateurs - these are primarily 
responsible before humanity, history and eult
ure for the Propaganda and preparation for a 
new war«" 
"The Church regards with the greatest respect and 
the wärmest appreciation the Soviet government«" -* 

It serves to strengthen Soviet power abroad by assertlng 

1« The Pope is described as an Instrument of American im-
perialism, etc« Uchltelskaya gazata. Nov« 26, 1949. 

2« The Moslems, who number about 30 milllon (USSR Information 
Bulletin. Aug« 14, 1946), are severely limited in their 
religious activlties« 

3« USSR Information Bulletin. Oct. 9, 1946, p, 5, quoting 
Nikolai, Metropolitan ot Kiev. 

4. Zhurnal Moskovskoi Patrlarkhll. Oct., 1948« 
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its supremacy over the Orthodox W e h e s in Hungary, 

Poland and "Inland. In Rumanla, as in the Ukraine, the 

Uniate Church has been subordinated to the Orthodox ^hurch. 

Appeals have been made by the "ussian episcopate to the 

Orthodox uhurches throughout the world to rally round the 

*oviet Union in the struggle for "peace". The Committee of 

Intellectuals in *upport of Peace was warmly supported by 

the Orthodox Church, which at the same time called upon its 

Russian faithful to "the defense of the Motherland" which is 

"the bulwark of your prosperity, your development and your 
1 

Provision in old age." The recent appeal against American 

atomic developments was likewise intensively supported by 

the Russian Orthodox Church« 

Soviet nationalism, like all nationalisms, must 

depend for support on the traditional forces in the communlty« 

In times of crisis, especially, such support becomes imperative. 

The Orthodox Church has always been a willlng tool of Russian 

policies, and its historlcal role has been to cement the power 

of the state and to support the Pan-Slavic imperialism of the 
2 

Tsarist Empire« 

1. Zhurnal Moskovskoi Patrlarkhli« Pebruary, 1949« 1:31-12 
2« An interesting demonstratlon of Church support, or rather, 

of the use of the Church to support Soviet expansion was 
provlded by the Armenian Apostolic Church which in 1945, 
at its general congress, demanded that the Soviet govern
ment finds "the way to redress the injustice" which the 
Armenians were alleged to have incurred due to the incorp-
oration of certa in Armenian territories into Turkey after 
after the Ist World War. Almost simultaneously, the Soviet 
government was making territorial demands on Turkey..«« 
"My Three Years in Moscow. Walter Bedell ^ t h , op« cit. 
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Its influence was particularly marked in the Balkans, 

and the traditional frlendshlp of the Bulgarians and the Serbs 

for the Russians finds its basis on religious grounds. It is 

thus not surprising that the Soviet government should make 

use of this Institution. The Church can serve through its 

appeals to patrlotism and love for the Motherland and can com

bat depolarizing indigenous nationalisms which are dangerous 

to the unity of the Soviet Union. Hence the Church is used 

to break down the resistance of the Ukrainians and the Western 

Blyelo-Russians, and by deprlving these peoples of their own 

religious distinctiveness it can hasten the process of de-

nationalizing the lesser peoples of the USSR. The choice of 

the Russian Orthodox Church also indlcates the weight which 

the Russian communlty carries in the formulation of Soviet 

policies. The greater emphasis on Soviet nationalism has been 

accompanied and is supported by the resurgence of Russian 

nationalism, and chauvinistic assertions of Soviet superiority 

find adcitlonal support in the Orthodox Church1 s prayers for 

a "Third Roma" in Moscow. 
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CHAPTER XI 

RUSSIAN NATIQNALTSM 

The dynamlc force of Soviet Nationalism is supplied 

by a purely Russian nationalism, based on the Russian past, on 

Russian eulture, on the Russian language and on Russian nat

ional consciousneas. The tradltlonal Russian policies, both 

internal and external, are the motivatlng forces of Soviet 

policies, and the tradltlonal Russian attitude toward the West 

1 

is fully mirrored by the Soviet attitude. The Russian comm

unlty in the USSR is the dominating communlty, both culturally 

and politically. It supplies the largest sphere of the leader

ship eilte, its traditions are imposing their patterns on the 

entire population, and Russian hlstory has become the national 
history of the USSR. 

2 
The violent rejeetion of "cosmopolitanism", of 

Western influence, the intense assert Ion of the superiority 

of all that is Soviet, of all that is Russian, and at the same 

time, the ever-present desire to "reach and surpass America", 

to catch up wlth the West, is nothing more than the same comp-

lex from which Dostoievsky, and many of the Pan-Slavists, 

suffered. Dosteievsky^ "samobytnost" - the unlqueness of 

Russia, his hate for the West, his mysticism and dogmatism, 

his belief in an eventual war with the West, his support of 

1. See remarks of the Soviet representatives when negotiating 
the Nazi-Soviet frlendshlp Pact on the past Russo-German 
collaboration, etc. 
Nazi-Soviet Relations. 1939-1941, US Department of State, p.3£ 

2. See Chapter VI - Soviet "Patrlotism". 
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Russian expansion, and his idealization of the Ruasian 

"mission" - all thl. l s repeated in the vituperative attack. 

on Westeroism, on "cosmopolitanism", all this is repeated in 

the Soviet assertions of their own superiority, of their own 

excellence, of their own uniqueness. "Russian communis* is a 

distortion of the Russian messianic idea; it proclaims light 

from the East which is destined to enlighten the bourgeois 

darkness of the West. Its falsehood lies in its spirltual 

foundationa which result in the process of dehumanization, in 

the denial of the worth of the individual man, in the narrowing 

of human thought, a thing which already existed in Russian 
2 

nihilism. " 

The change in the attitude of the White Russian 

emigres towards Stalin from violent hate to grumbling admlssions 

that, at least, Stalin is keeping Russia united" is more than 

interesting - it is highly illustrative of the change of emphasis 

in Soviet policies. The original denial of national oppression, 

the rejection of national domination, the rays of hope for nat

ional equality within the USSR have now disappeared. The de

mocratic prlnciples proclaimed during the Revolution have given 

way to the totalitarian reality of the present USSR. The terr-

oristic violence of the Soviet regime had gradually limited the 

basis of its support, and made necessary certain compromises 

1. See Kucharzewski, The Orlgins of Modern Russia. pp. 109-118, 
269-272, New York, 1948« 

2« Berdyaev, The Russian Idea. London, 1947, p« 250. 
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with the strongest national group - the Russian - in order 

to maintain centralized state authorlty. The development 

of nationalistic, decentralizing tendencles in areas like 

the Ukraine and Georgia meant that the Russians remained the 

fundamental centralizing factor in the USSR, and reliance on 
1 

them for support was a necessity« The resistance of indigenous 

natlonalisms was crushed by violence, and the footprints on the 

paths leading to Siberia were the only evidence that millions 

of Ukrainians, Balts or Georgians left behind them to recall 

their national devotion. It is noteworthy that mass deportationa 

were never employed against the Russian population, and that very 

frequently Russians were settled in areas from which the local 
2 

population, had been ejected and deported« It is likewise 

noteworthy that mass deportations were applied specifically 

1« The role of the Russian people is thus officially described: 
"At all stages of our people fs struggle for soclalism, the 
Russian people have held an unchanging posltlon in command 
of the Situation, as the leading force« The Russian people 
was in the vanguard of the great fraternlty of natlons in 
the Great October socialist revolution, in the subsequent 
civil war, in the period of the Stalin 5 Year Plans, and in 
the Great Patriotic War« And the Russian people continues 
to fulfill its great mission now, inthe post-war period.««" 
Voprosy filosofil, no« 2, 1948. 1:1 

2« Prisoners of Soviet labour camps testify that Russian 
prlsoners were frequently better treated than prisoners 
of other nationalities« Sprawiedliwose Sowleoka. (Soviet 
Justice), op« cit« 
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against those populations which have the most developed 

national consciousness (the Balts, the Ukrainians, the 

Poles in the annexed territories, etc)« 

A natural consequence of this was the fact that 

In the late war, it was the Russian population that waged the 
1 

most vigorous campaign against the invaders, and attempts 

by Lt« Gen« Andrei A« Vlasov and Maj. Gen. W.F.Malyshln and 

their "Russian Committee of Liberation" to organize a "Russian 

Army of Liberation" were not notably successful while the 

recrulting of Cossacks, Ukrainians, Tartars, etc. for the anti-

Soviet German units encountered no serious difficultles, espec-
2 

ially in the initial stage. It was this determined resistance 

of the Russian people that moved Stalin to make during the 

Victory Celebratlon hls famous toast to the Russian nation, 

Iramortallzed in Butorinfs palnting "J.V. Stalin Pronounces a 

Toast in Honour of the Russian people". The use of the word 

"Russia", at one time studiously avoided, has now become not 

only commonplace but almost synonymous with "Soviet"; the 

Russian army, the Russian inventors, the Russian love for peace, 

the Russian traditions - all are frequently mentioned. Russia 

has again become' a holy word, identified with the Motherland 

and patrlotism. 

1. The Russian population contributed a much higher number 
of "heroes of the Soviet Union" intrespect to its pop
ulation than any other national group during the late 
war. A partial statement is to be found in Bolshevik, 
no. 24, 1944. 

2. See also p. 24, footnote 1« 
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"Unbreakable Union of freeborn Republlcs 
Great Russia has welded forever to stand... 

•««Sing to our Motherland, glory undying, 

.«•Our country we'll lead to eternal renown." 

- from the new Soviet anthem. 

In keeplng with the demands of Russian national 

feeling, Soviet education stresses the "universal Char
it x 

acter of Russian literary geniuses and their patriotic 

devotion; mathematics and the natural sclences remind the 

pupil of the achievements of Lomonosov, Mandelev, and Mic-

hurin who "derlved the creative strength for their scientific 

and inventive activity fromtheir unbounded love for their 
2 

country and of the natlon" ; while history develops in the 

pupils a love for the great Russian heroes as, for instance, 
3 

Alexander Nevsky, Peter the Great, Ivan the Terrible. The 

studying of the Russian language is facilitated by the fact 

that "the great Russian language which, thanks to the October 

Revolution, was given a new socialist orientation in its 

development, has becorae the source of enrichment and growth 

for the national tongues" and hence "it is studied with love 
4 

by all the peoples of the great Soviet Union" • The inhabitants 

1« Pmshkin is descrlbed as "A Great Priend of Polish liter
ature", "The Inspirer of Bulgarian Literature", "Great 
Teacher of Hungarian writers", etc« 

2. Vechernaya Moskva, Nov. 28, 1944« 
3« The filmlng of a motion picture on Ivan was halted as it 

portrayed him in an unfavourable light« 
4. Voprosy fllosofll. Jan. 21, 1950. 2:7-4 
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of the Soviet Union are acquainted with "the decisive 

superiority of Russian over other European languages in 
1 

the wealth and variety of the word-building potentlal«" 

Purthermore, "no one can call himself a scholar in the 

füll and genuine meaning of the word if he does not know 

Russian, lf he does not read the works of Russian thought 
2 

in the original«" 

The Soviet Citizen is impressed by the magnitude 

of the Russian contribution to science; in addition to those 
3 

mentioned before, the Russians, it seems, were the first to 
4 5 

use ball bearings, to develop book-printing, to fly airplanes, 
6 

to build the radio, the diesel engine, the electric powered 

ship, and many more« The recent Soviet Claim to Antartica 

finds support in the assertion that Russian sailors were the 

first to sali there« In brief, Russian nationalism thus serves 

to give the Soviet Citizen a feeling of pride in the creative 

genius of his people« 

The former rejection of Russian history has now been 
7 

replaced by an ldealization of Russian past. Soviet 

!• Kultura i zhlzn 1:26-23 
2. Literaturnaya gazeta, Jan. 1, 1949, "Great language of 

our Epochw 2:2-22 
3. See Chapter IX. 
4- Ibid, April 1, 1950. ? : i 9 i r 
5. Pravda, Feb. 20, p. 1, 19«* v w . , ls7"!5^ u « 
6 "Russia1s priority in this new brauch of science and technics 

has always aroused the anger and envy of reactionaries and 
businessmen of the capitalist world." 
Izvestla & Pravda. May 5, 1949. 1:9 

7 »The Services rendered by Moscow consist not only in that in 
# the course of the history of our Motherland it liberated her 

three times from forelgn oppression... The service rendered 
KtrMn«^« ^nrnists orimarlly in that it became the foundatlon 
|J5 *-'— " " " 4 ? 1 H atiasl* in a sin*le State, with a sin*l< 

no. 15. 
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Historians are requested to reject the "notorious Normanist 

theory" and to recreate the glorious Russian past. The 

native creativeness of the Russian people must be emphasized, 

and the minimal degree of Western influence on historic 

Russia must be demonstrated. In this connection, a Soviet 

historian is taken to task for admitting the posslbility that 

Peter the Great encouraged the cultural influence of Western 

Europe on Russia. He is accused of forgettlng the "world 
2 

significance of Russian eulture." The proper attitude to 

Peter is to be found in a new ballet, dedicated to him, which 

contains the following lines: "now city of Peter, stand thou 
3 

fast, fourSquare like Russia, vaunt thy splendour." Russian 

hlstory serves further to motlvate Soviet expansion, and the 

Red Fleet organ recently spoke of Russia1s 1,300 year old 
4 

drive to the Dardanelles. The new emphasis on Russian values 

is best demonstrated by the following order of the day, issued 

by Stalin, during the war: 

"These people, deprlved of conscience and honour, 
people wlth the morals of beasts, have the audacity 
to call for the annihilation of the great Russian 
natlon, the natlon of Plakhanov and Lenin, Belinsky 
and Chernyshevaky, Puskin and Tolstoy, Glinka and 
Tschaikowsky, Gorky and Chekhov, Sechenov and Pavlov, 
Repin and Surikov, Suvorov and KutuzovJ " - 5 

The Soviet state, with a pedantry typical of a nouveau-

riche, is now proclaimlng the vast superiority of its eulture, 

basing itself entlrely on the Russian contribution to it. 

1. Voprosv istorli, no. 2, 1949 (Normanist theory - a historical 
Interpretation, tracing the origins of Russian statehood to 
early Viking Settlements on the Ruthenian riverways) 1:26 

2. Voproay ekonomikl, no. 8, 1949 1:11-13 
3. Sovetskaya muzyka, Sept. 1949« 2:4-7 
4. Krasney Flot, Apr. 17, 1950. 
5« Stalin, Nov. 6, 1941, Speeehes 
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The Russian people are said in the course of their history 

to have"created the riebest eulture, and all other countries 

of the world have drawn upon it and continue to draw upon it 
1 

to this day«" Russian eulture is said to be typifled by its 

"exceptional ideological honesty, nobllity of character and 
2 

sincere devotion to the people." Its drama, "the peak of 

world drama", ls far superior to the "superficial" French 
3 

drama, or the British, or the Scandinavian. A great eult 

for Puahkin is consciously developed, and "Stalin has called 
„4 

his name one of the dearest and greatest of this country. 

His recent anniversary was officially celebrated not only in 

the USSR but also in all the "People1 s Democracies." 

Emphasis on the iuuneasurable signlficance of Russian 

eulture is accompanled by two additional nationalistic tend

encles. One is the previoualy mentioned onslaught on forelgn 

influence: "the tendency to understate the value of Russian 

eulture is very closely connected with groveling before West-
5 

ern bourgeois eulture." This "national nihilism" is being 

energetically attacked and those guilty of subscribing to it 

have been eliminated« The other tendency is, while not to 

directly disparage other Soviet national cultures, to place 

1« Voprosy fllosofli. no. 2, 1948« 1:1 
2« Soviet Culture, Bfoscow, p. 9. 
3. Pravda. Feb. 28, 1949, op. cit. 1:8-63 
4. Izvestla« May 13, 1949. 1:20-63 
5« Voprosy fllosofli. no« 2, 1948. 1:1 
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the Russian eulture on a superlor plane in relation to 

other cultures, in a posltlon of teacher and inspirer. The 

Kazakh, Ukrainian, or Byelo-Russlan cultures are said to have 

developed because of "the tremendous cultural assistance of 

the great Russian people." The influence of Russian eulture 

is said to have been feit beyond Russia's frontiers, as for 
2 

instance, in China and to have inspired other peoples to a 

greater cultural development. In brief, "it is necessary to 

bear firmly in mind the indisputable proposition that Russian 

eulture has always played a tremendous role, and now plays 
3 

a leading role, in the development of world eulture." 

"As the peoples of our country emulate 
the Russian people in the struggle for 
communism, the peoples of the world 
study from them and from all Soviet 
people how to triumph over forelgn and 
domestic enemies, fight for sociallam 
and build communism." - 4 

Russian cultural primaey has been aecompanied by a 

more physical and concreto expresslon of the dominant role 

that the Russian communlty plays in Soviet life. The Russian 

natlon is spreading rapidly eastwards, and supplies the pion-

eers in the development of new industrial centres in the form-

erly barren Asiatlc wastes. The Russians supply the factory 

1. Pravda, Jan. 13, 1949. 1:3-70 
2. Kultura 1 zhlzh, Feb. 11, 1949. 1:8-13 
3« Voprosy fllosofli. no. 2, 1948. 1:1 
4. Bolshevik, Narch 15, 1949. 1:19-30 
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managers, the engineers, the directors; even a superficial 

examination of Soviet press, of the letters to Stalin, of 

criticisms, reports, articles and stories, of new social

ist competitions, be they from Yerevan or Petrozavodsk or 

Chelyabinsk, reveals the great frequency of Russian names 

in managerial and executive posltions. This is even true 

of such non-Russian industrial centres as the Donbas or 

Baku. 

This expansion of Russian population, and the 

assertion of Russian cultural supremacy finds additional 

proof in statistics of the Soviet Publishing Output. The 

stress on the Russian language (even though local dialects 

are supposedly encouraged), the imposition of the Russian 

aiphabet on the other national languages, and the tendency 

to make Russian, which is already the official language, 

the tongue of the cultured, of the ruling class, hastens 

the process of submerging local national languages in favour 
1 

of the Russian tongue. As language is an Import an t con-

tributing factor to the development of nationalism, the 

!• e*g«, the following: "By a decree of the Kazakh Party 
Central Committee the number of hours in the curriculum 
of Kazakh schools devoted to studying Russian has been 
lncreased and the total number of lessons in all the 
grades lncreased to 1,790« Attention has been devoted 
to supplying Kazakh schools with books in Russian for 
reading outside class.••• 
It Is necessary to do everything posslble in order to 
satisfy as fully as posslble the ardent desire of the 
non-Russian peoples of the Soviet Union to know the 
language of the great Russian people in addition to their 
own national language«" 
Izvestla, June 10, 1950. 2:24-15 
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following figures should be of int eres t:- (it should be 

noted that the Russians constitute about 55# of the total 

population)f The USSR Constitution was published in about 

40,000,000 copies in the Russian language and only in about 

13,000,000 copies in all the other non-Russian languages; 

Lenin1s works and pamphlets: 
2 

155,200,000 in Russian, 28,500,000 in othersj 

Stalin1s works and pamphlets: 
3 

425,000,000 in Russian, 90,000,000 in others; 

The entire Marxist-Leninist classics: 
4 

617,000,000 in Russian, 122,000,000 in others; 

Stalin1s "History of the Communist Party": 
5 

35,875,000 in Russian, 3,000,000 in Ukrainian; 

(note the population ratlos). 

It ls also noteworthy that the number of Russian newspapers 

exceeds those published in other languages by a ratio of 

about 3:1, while their circulation exceeds by about 5:1. 

In Latvla, for instance, which is certainly nationally con-

seious, of the two youth newspapers, one is published in 
5 

Russian. Russian literature, likewise, is published in 

the largest numbers (it must be recognized, however, that 

its contribution was likewise greater), as demonstrated by 

1. Pravda Sc Izvestla, Dec. 2, 1949. 1:49-33 
2. Pravda & Izvestla, April 2~, 1950. 2:17-17 
3. Novy mir, no. 1, 1949. 1:11-37 
4. Pravda, Dec. 11, 1949. 1:51-43 
5. Ibid, Feb. 28, 1950. 2:10-36 
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the current Programme of the State Literature Publishing 

House which will put out 24,595,000 of Soviet Russian 

literature, and only 1,265, 000 copies of works from other 

Soviet natlons. 

The previously quoted figures on Marxist Propaganda 

are, however, the most illuminating. It is the profound 

conviction of the communist leaders that the people must be 

literate in order to properly be indoctrinated. Consequently 

Marxist Propaganda is printed in a form most accessible to 

the masses, and the prevalence of the Russian language would 

Indicate the surprising extent of Russification on the lit-
2 

erary field, quite to the contrary of official Soviet Claims. 

"The feeling of frlendshlp and love for the 
Russian people has grown and strengthened 
immeasurably among the Stalinist family of 
peoples, under the aegis of the Soviet reg
ime. That is why the Soviet natlons respond 
with such hatred and scorn to the attempts 
of bourgeois-nationalist diehards to sow 
even a grain of distrust of the Russian people 
in the hearts of other Soviet natlons." - 3 

Distrust of Russian motives, and criticisms of Russ

ian influence, are viewed as direct demonstrations of "bourgeois-

1# Literaturnaya gazeta, Aug. 31, 1949. 1:36-61 
2. e.g., of 52 plays submitted in the Uzbek Republic play 

contest, 26 were in Uzbek and 23 in the Russian language. 
Nov. 23, 1949. Pravda. 1:48-64 
17th Congress of the Azerbaidzhan Communist Party stressed 
as the primary educational aim the study of Russian. 
Pravda, Jan. 27, 1947. 1:4-37 
In the Stalin University of Tbilisi, Georgia, Instruction 
given in both Russian and Georgian. USSR Information 
Bulletin, June, 1950, p. 328. 

3. Pravda, March 1, 1950. 
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nationalism". The Congresses of the Communist Parties of 

the Union-Republics frequently go on record as energetically 

condemning such survivals of the bourgeois era, and suggest-

ing immediate Steps to intenslfy the battle against "nation-

allst deviation". Simultaneously, the Soviet press is con

ducting an intensive campaign with the object of impressing 

the other natlons and nationalities of the USSR with the 

immense role of the Russian nation and with their dependence 

on it for support. The "Sovetskaya Litva" (Soviet Lithuania) 

publishes, for example, an article entitled "Russia - Friend 

and Teacher" ("the hearts of all of us are filled with deepest 
2 

gratitude to the great Russian people") , while the "Literatur 

naya gazeta" emphasizes the "beneficial influence" of Russia 
3 

on the development of Tadzik eulture. An Uzbek Epic is 

attacked for ignoring the Russian influence on Uzbek eulture 

and the Stalin Prize, awarded early in 1950 to G. Guseinov 

for a work on the "History of Social and Philosophical Thought 

of Azerbaidahan in the 19th Century" is recalled for not port-

raying the national hero, Shamil, as an Anglo-Turk agent, and 

thus indicating "a reflection of Bourgeois-nationalist de-
4 

viation." Vivid demonstrations of local nationalisms are 

viewed with disfavour, and writers and artists are called 

1. 6th Congress of the C.P. of Lithuania condemns nationalism 
and calls for its elimination - Izvestla, Feb. 16, 1949,1:7-41 
lOth Congress of the C.P. Öf Uzbekistan notes that "survivals 
of national narrowness were still visible", Pravda, Mar.3,1949 

1:9-39 
U>P«, April 20, 1950, reports widespread purge of Estonian 
Communists for "bourgeois nationalism",incl« govt. members. 

2« as quoted in Pravda, March 18, 1950. 2:12-41 
3. Llteraturnaya gazeta, Feb. 19, 1949. 1:9-63 
4« Izvestla & Pravda, "May 14, 1950. 2:17-6 
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upon to "unmask fully all man! f es tat ions of cosmopolitanism 

and bourgeois nationalism." 

l'he much publicized official Soviet policy of 

giving the formerly primitive and Russian-suppressed peoples 

a share in their own government is not even borne out by 

Soviet statistics. Thus, for instance, in Kazakhstan, which 

has a population about 57% Kazakh, only the following per-

centages of Union Republic government posts were held by 

Kazakhs: 

Local industry • 2% 
Public health - 2% 
Light Industry - 45g 
Textiles . 7.6% 
Commercial Economy - 7.95t 
Agrieulture - 10$ 
Milk and Meat - 14% 2 

In the Kirgiz S.S.R., 66% Kirgiz, aecording to the Party 

Secretary, about 55% of the Party workers were non-Kirgiz, 

while the Kirgiz share in the government amounted to: 

17.8% in Light Industry 
27 % in Plannlng, finance, and trade 
28 % in Agriculture. -.2 

In Kazakhstan again, out of 63,400 persons attending factory 
3 

schools in 1945-46 only 14.3% were native Kazakhs. 

A more careful examination of the Soviet press 

reveals, furthermore, the fact that the Russian element dom-

inates the elite corps of the Communist Party not only within 

the RSFSR but within all the Union ^epublics. ^ussian 

1. Literaturnaya gazeta, March 16, 1949. 1:13-61 
2. Kazakhstanskaya pravda, Aug. 14, 1948 
3. TbidT 
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sounding names can be found in reports of the Communist 

Party activity from every Union Republic. The Central 

Committee of the Communist Parties of the Union Republlcs 

usually include two, and always at least one Russian, most 

frequently in the posltlon of 2nd Secretary. In Kirghizia, 

even the Ist Secretary is Russian. The following table, 

assembled from official Soviet reports and Statements, would 

indicate the presence of the following Russians in the Comm

unist Parties of the Union Republlcs: 

- as of early 1950 

Russian Secretary on the 
Party Central Committee: 

Melnikov 
Titov 
Trofimov 
Kuprianov, Andronov 
Kashinkov 
Stepanov 
Batyrov, Sh. 
Kruglov, S.I., Yakovlev, S.Y. 
Bogolyubov, N.S., Yakovlev, B.P. 
Kulkov, K.G., Shilkin, M.S. 
Melnikov, R.E., Lopatov 
Boldonov, I. 

Communist Party of: 

Ukraine 
Latvia 
Lithuania 
Karella 
Moldavla 
Estonla 
Turkmenistan 
Kazakhstan 
Kirghizia 
Tajikistan 
Uzbekistan 
Ust Ordynsky Buryat 
(national region) 
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Russians likewise particlpate in many of the Union Republic 

governments (see p. 133 ) and almost always head the MGB and 

MVD Offices. For instance: 

Union Republic 

Kazakhstan 

- as of early 1950 

Department Headed by 

Uzbekistan 

Tajikistan 

Estonia 
Kirghizia 

lanning, Trade and 
lnance 

MVD 
Republic Procurator 
« ti 

Machine Building 
Health 
MGB 
Agitation and 
Propaganda 
Vice-Premler 
Procurator 
Agriculture 

M. Chernetzov 
I. Dolgih 

Rumiantzev 
Sadovnikov 
Efimov 
Labrov 

D. Vl8hnevsky 

Yurin 
Y. Ostrov 

Romanov 
A. Vorobiev 

^n top of all this, Russians frequently represent the Union 

Republlcs in the central Government organs, as for instance: 

Sadikov for Uzbekistan, Dvornikov and Petrov for Tajikistan, 

Popkov for Kirghizia, Lukyanetz for Kazakhstan in the Presidiua 

of the Supreme Soviet; 

Mazaev and Saiko for Tajikistan, Kabanov for Uzbekistan, and 

Iskakov for Kirghizia: Deputy Chairmen of the Soviet Council 

of Ministers. 

The test case for Russian nationalism is, however, 

the Ukraine, the most nationally conscious Union Republic in 

the USSR. It is also in the Ukraine that Russian nationalism 

1. e.g. Prisoners held in the Korolenki prison in Kiev 
testify that not a Single NKVD functionery spoke 
Ukrainian. 
"Sprawiedllwosc Sowlecka, p. 144. 
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manifests itself most openly, and the former policies of 

Russification seem to come to life again, indicating the 

füll extent of the resurgence of Russian nationalism. 

In the first years after the Revolution, the 

Ukraine was permitted to enjoy almost fully the fruits of 

national autonomy. Many prominent Ukrainian scholars re-

turned from abroad, and cultural and scientific life flour-

ished. The policy of "Ukrainlzation" was in füll swing. This 

period, however, came to an abrupt end when it was realized that 

lt actually stlmulated Ukrainian national eonsclousness, and 

contributed to the stiffening of Ukrainian resistance to pol

itical, cultural, and economic centrallzation. 

In 1930 the All-Ukrainian Academy of Science was 

suppressed and, together with the Shevtchenko Society, purged 

of nationalist elements. A first mass trial of "nationalists" 

took place in Kharkov, to be followed by another in 1931 of 

the "National Centre". In 1933 the Vice-President of the 

Ukrainian Council of People1s Commissar? Kotsubinsky, the 

Commlssar for Agriculture, Kovnar, and others were ahot after 

a trial for nationalist activlties. The old Ukrainian comm

unist activist, Skrypnik, committed suicide to avoid arrest. 

Intense persecution followed, especially after the incorporation 

of former Polish territories into the Soviet Ukraine with a 

militant nationalistic Ukrainian population. Among others, 

... «.«inl« Ctholl. Mshop, .er. l»priSon.d Tor r.ru.1», to 

submit to the Russian Orthodox Church. The Ukrainian Communist 

1, See Chapter X 
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Party was purged immediately again after the conclusion 

of the late war, and at the moment numbers only about 

690.000 members - a disproportionately low number when 

compared to some 230,000 Party members in Kazakhstan, the 

population of which is about 1/6 of that of the Ukraine. 

As recently as the spring of 1950, the head of the Lwow 

Province Communist Party was removed for his inability to 

deal with "bourgeois nationalism". 

It is noteworthy that the Ukrainians are not 

represented on the Politbüro, and that in the Ukraine itself 

out of 29 regional secretaries of the Communist Party 13 are 
2 

reported to be of Russian nationality. This has been 

accompanied by an alarming decrease in the native Ukrainian 

population, admitted even by ^oviet statistics, from 23 

million in 1936 to 19.6 million in 1939, while the non-

native population lncreased from 5«8 million in 1926 to 
3 

11«4 million in 1939« In the major eitles, nussian is be-

ginning to displace Ukrainian as the spoken language; and 

the fact that thenon-Ukrainian population is mostly 1Lussian 

is shown by the lncreased Output of books in ^ussian in the 

Ukraine. Thus the collected and individual works of V.l. Lenin 

were published in the Ukraine in 9,600,000 copies in the Uicrain« 
4 

ian and 1,200,000 in Russian, and Malenkovfs speech of Nov.6, 

1949 was issued by the Ukraine Publishing House of Political 

1« B.A. Koval, head of the Lwow Pr. C.P.; N.Y. Times. 
Feb. 19, 1950« 

JB. Ukrainian **ulletln, vol. ii, no. 7, p. 2 
3. Ukrainian hulletin, vol. iii, no. 5, p. 2« 
4# Izvestla, Jan. 13, 1950. (see also p. 126) 2:3-37 
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Literature in 100,000 copies in the Ukrainian and in 

50,000 copies in the Russian language. 

Soviet historicism is currently engaged in 

proving conclusively the fact that the Ukrainian nation 

as such ls but a branch of the great Russian nation; that 

the Ukrainian language is a mere dialect, and that Ukrain

ian history is nationalist Propaganda. l?he Ukrainian lang

uage itself is being ^usslfied by the introduction of ^ussian 

words and syntax, and by the elimination of native idicms and 

expresslons. In the schools, Russian influence is propagated, 

and the pupils "learn from Ukrainian authors themselves the 

influence on them of the ideas of the great Russian revolut-

2 

ionary democrats"« ^uring the 16th Congress of the Commun

ist Party of the Ukraine, January 1949, nationalist deviat-

ionism was attacked, the Institute of the History of the Ukraine 

was criticized for nationalist leanings, and aa intensive 

struggle against "bourgeois nationalism41 was promised. 

At the same time, Ukrainian nationalism is being 

combatted by a policy of violence. Mass deportations of the 

Ukrainian population have taken place; pitched battles have 

been fought by the MVD troops with the UPA, the activlties 

of which find expresslon in official denunclations of it by 

the Soviet press and which are even witnessed by a brief men-

tion in "Why I escaped" by the forraer Soviet Air Force Lieu

tenant, Plrogov, who flew in 1948 to the US zone of Germany, 

1. Izvestla & Pravda, Nov. 20, 1949. 1:48-51 
2. Uchitelskaya gazeta, April 26, 1950. 2:16-15 
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and who wrltes that he and his fellow officers were issued 

side-arms while in the Ukraine to defer.d themselves against 

the UPA "bandits". It is clalmed by many Ukrainians that 

the 1930 famine was specifically stimulated by the Soviet 

authorities to break down Ukrainian national resistance. 

Soviet policies in the Ukraine, as well as in the 

other sectors of the USSR, thus bear a familiär Russian im-

print. Russian nationalism has again reasserted itself and 

the Russian Community again dominates the destiny of that 

huge state entity. Russian nationalism asserts its own super

iority to such an extent that an extremely limited scope of 

action is left for the local nationalisms. The bombastic 

emphasis on Russian superiority is equalled only by the denun-

ciations of native nationalisms as "bourgeois deviations" and 

by the measures taken against them. 

Russian nationalism Claims for itself cultural primacy 

and political supremacy. Russian nationalism Identifies itself 

with the entire USSR. Russian nationalism is both intolerant 

and violent, it is both extremely acute and highly emotional; 

in brief, it is open to the accusation of being chauvinistic. 

Russian eulture Is super-imposed over all local cultures under 

the guise of providing Inspiration; the Russians exercise eff-

ective control over the Union Republican governments; the Russ

ians are the most reliable element in the Centralized govern

ment strueture. 
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Soviet "patrlotism" finds its historical 

foundation and emotional basis in Russian tradition and 

character. The Motherland and Russia become the incar-

nation of the supreme national ideal and the ardent Sov< 

iet "patrlotism" only becomes meaningful when called 

Russo-Soviet Nationalism. 
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C0NCLUSI0H 

Our study of Russo-Soviet Nationalism has 

demonstrated the following points:-

(a) Marxism rejects nationalism as such, assigning it a 
bourgeois prefix, and giving it a specifically anti-
proletarian role in the life of a communlty. 

(b) The Revolution in Russia established a State entity 
based on Marxism; hence nationalism in state policy 
was officially rejected, and inter-national equality 
in the USSR was officially declared through a federal 
arrangement , guaranteeing equal rights to all natlons 
and nationalities of the USSR. 

(c) In fact, however, this federal arrangement has a 
centralized locus of power, with the dynamics being 
supplied by the Communist Party, a centralized, dis-
ciplined body, not organized on the multi-national 
pattern In so far as leadership is concerned. 

(d) The centralized, totalitarian State creates an intensi-
fied Integration of the Citizen with the State, denying 
the Citizen1 s individuality, and associating him en-
tirely with state ends. The impact of the state on the 
individual monopolizes the Citizen completely for ser
vice for the state and tends todevelop in him an emot
ional associatlon with the state. 

(e) Stalin as an Institution supplies, among other, emot
ional Integration on a totalitarian pattern and serves 
to cement further the total unlty of the individual with 
the State. 

(f) The submergence of the Citizen in the state, and the 
necessity of capturing for the state, the emotional 
attachment of the Citizen, give rise to an official 
Soviet f,patriotism", very ardent and highly acute, which 
then develops all the characteristics of nationalism. 

(g) This Soviet nationalism reveals itself most clearly in 
dealings wlth smaller communist-controlled states through 
the exploitation of such relations&ip in favour of the 
Soviet Union. 
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(h) The development of milltarism, based on purely Russ
ian military traditions, and the employment of the 
Russian Orthodox Church for state policies, indicate 
the reliance of the state on the strongest national, 
traditionally centralizing, communlty in the USSR, 
and that communlty1s assertion of its prlmacy. 

(1) Russian nationalism manifests itself openly and is 
officially encouraged through the press, through the 
educational process, through the lncreased usage of 
the Russian language, and through the dominant role 
the Russian communlty plays in the formulation and 
execution of state policies. Russian nationalism 
supplies the element of high tension which, together 
with Soviet "patrlotism", develops a highly pitched 
Russo-Soviet Nationallsnu 

The USSR thus cannot exempt itself from living 

in the Era of Nationalism and must allow the tidal wave of 

Nationalism to sweep through the njinds and hearts of its 

people. Nationalism, in the present crisls, also may tend 

to provide the required social Integration and adjustment 

for the Citizen and inculcate him with an attachment to 

his state. 

Russian nationalism, through official Soviet 

"patrlotism", wishes to superimpose itself upon all nation

alisms as an all-embracing national consciousness which could 

include regional feelings and traditions, but which would 

still be fundamentally Russian. Americanism could possibly 

be a useful example - it embraces all national groups by being 

the essential State emotion, most clearly associated with the 

State. Americanism, also somewhat like Marxism, advances the 

proposition of a better to-morrow, based largely on technol-

ogical progress, as a unlting bond for the highly diverse 

national Clements, living together within a Single state entity 
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Marxist dogma, is international in the scope 

of its conception. National movements, as pointed out in 

Chapter I, can serve only to achieve tactical advantages. 

They can be encouraged and fostered, but they remain merely 

a means to an end. Mithin the proletarian communlty, once 

it is established, a new society will develop, influenced 

by the Marxist environment, and moulded cn the socialist 

pattern. Thus the national features of the Community, which 

give it its distinctive character, will fade, and a universal 

society will develop. The conviction in a better future, 

promised by Marx, will supply the uniting bond, which will 

integrate even formerly antagonistic and hostile communities. 

The Soviet State ls supposed to be such a Marxist 

Community. Although not embracing the whole world, as seemed 

to be Marxfs aim, it does contain diverse nationalities. In 

keeping with Marxist teachings, the Soviet state, in its 

initial stages especially, laid great emphasis on national 

equality, and national development of the nationally under-
1 

developed communities. A common emotional attachment to the 

communlty would necessarily develop wlth greater naterlal 

wealth, with lncreased individual happiness, and with a grow-

ing recognition of the aivantages of mutual associatlon. The 

policy of toleration, or gradual assimilation, would prevent 

indigenous national feelings from resisting the development 

of such general affection for the entire Soviet1communlty. 

1# See Charter I. 
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This, however, met with somewhat unexpected obstacles« 

The national development of hitherto nationally subconscious 
1 

communities seeraed to stimulate indigenous nationalism, quite 

lncompatible with the theoretical foundations of the Soviet 

state« Local national awareness gave rise to an appreciation 

of the values of national traditions and history, of customs 

and habits. It began to develop an awareness of the distinct-

ive features of the communlty, and a desire to assert them. 

The more mature Ukrainian nationalism began to have doubts 

in the supposed advantages of a common associatlon, especially 

since a great many were convinced that the 1930 famine was not 
2 

merely an act of natura« The frequent attacks on nationalist 

"deviationism" even in such Republlcs as Uzbekistan indicates 

a growing tendency to question the validity of the alleged 

advantages of an over-all Soviet national allegiance. 

Soviet national consclousness, furthermore, unlike 

Americanism, was not developing in a virgin territory. Trad

itions have always formed an integral part of the life of the 

Russian communlty. The development of a national consclous

ness in the non-Russian lands served to stimulate within them 

an awareness of their own past, and as a reaction, led to 

greater reliance, within the Soviet state, on the Russian 

Clements, as the centralizing force. 

The solidification of the Revolution in the USSR 

and the simultaneous growth of a Single State consclousness, 

1. See Chapter 11. 

2. Ibid 
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culminating in Russo-Soviet Nationalism, has developed 

such typically Russian attributes as the attack on "cos

mopolitanism", which was accompanied by a thinly camouflaged 

display of traditionally Russian anti-Semitism. The Jewish 
1 

communists were the international force in Soviet policies 

and the emphasis on national feelings led naturally to attacks 

on those that could not develop them« It is notable that a 

great Proportion of the "cosmopolitans" were of Jewish descent; 

these denunciation8 were accompanied by widespread rumours of 
2 

a Jewish purge in the Army and the MVD, and by the closing of 
3 

the Jewish Culture Institute in Kiev. It is furthermore 

alleged by Trotskyite writers that, in the struggle with Trot

sky, Radek, Zinoviev, and Kamenev, anti-Semitism contrlbuted 

to, and was employed to achieve the victory of the Stalin 

group, which contained no Jewish leaders. 

The Containment of the Soviet state necessitated a 

state esprit de corps, supplied most directly by those with a 

stake in the state. The Soviet managerial class, the engineers, 

the officers, the bureaucrats, were the counterpart of the 

Western middle-class, which is traditionally the most nation

alistic. This class, even in a proletarian State, needs nat

ionalism and develops nationalistic feelings with utmost facil-

ity« They attempt to justify them in terms of a colonial miss-

ion or a cultural duty, and thus again indicate their tendency 

to think in terms of superiority in relation to the other 

peoples of the USSR. 

1. N.B. - Trotsky, Radek, Zinoviev, and Kamenev were all 
of Jewish origin« 

2. Continental News Service, Oct., 1949, op. cit. 
3. Narodnaya Pravda, Paris, Dec, 1949, op. cit. 
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This mixture, however, of a civillzing role and 

the simultaneous assertion of Russian prlmacy has created 

an unexpected development of national feelings in prev-

iously dormant areas. Judging from the Resolutions of the 

Communist Parties, nationalism is becoming a constantly 

greater force in even the most hitherto backward Union Re

publlcs, and is developing decentralizing tendencles and 

challenging the Russian supremacy. This constitutes a 

direct danger to the USSR. It Is being combatted through 

the denial of economic self-sufficiency to the national 

communities, through Russian political domination, etc, but 

the power of freedom menaces the unity of the Soviet state, 

and places the Soviet leadership in a difficult posltlon. 

To give more scope for local nationalisms would mean to per-

mit them to develop freely decentralizing tendencles; to 

deny them that scope means national reaction to repression. 

The Soviet Solution is a combination of both; with the latter 

being the essential one. 

Russo-Soviet nationalism has been so far successful 

in preventing the indigenous nationalisms from asserting 

their rights. Under present condltions, and with the entire 

State machlnery at its dlsposal, Russo-Soviet nationalism 

need not fear excessively the challenge offered it; it can 

continue inculcating the citizenry with an emotional attach

ment to the state and it still can provide the essential 

integrating function. The danger, however, although latent, 
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may erupt In time of a crlsis, when the very life of the 

USSR will be at stake. The Western world has at its dis-

posal all the means to create a multi-national anti-Soviet 

Version of the Comintern - and its appeal would be exceed

ingly powerful. Reliance within the USSR on the Russian 

communlty indicated the lack of reliance on the non-Russian 

communities, and the intense assertion of Russo-Soviet-

Nationali8m could posaibly be more than national pride -

it could be an indirect indication of internal, but it must 

be emphasized - latent, dissension. 

Russo-Soviet Nationalism and what we believe 

to be true Freedom will clash some day - and understanding 

the component elements of Russo-Soviet Nationalism may help 

a great deal the cause of Freedom. 
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APPENDIX I. 

Population of the USSR 
ibased on The Peoples of the USSR, C. Lamont, i,.Y., 1949) 

(estimate as of 1941) 

Union Republic Population % of Russians 

R.S.F.S.R. 114,350,000 75% 

Ukrainian Soviet 42,250,000 10-3(# 
Socialist Republic 

Byelo-Russlan S.S.R. 10,500,000 1&% 

Karelo-Finnish S.S.R. 500,000 66# 

Estonian S.S.R. 1,100,000 16% 

Latvian S.S.R. 2,000,000 15^ 

Lithuanian S.S.R. 3,150,000 Z>% 

Moldavian S.S.R. 2,300,000 

Georgian S.S.R. 3,700,000 

Armenian S.S.R. 1,350,000 

Azerbaidzhan S.S.R. 3,375,000 10% 

KazakhS.S.R. 6,500,000 20% 

Uzbek, S.S.R. 6,600,000 

Turkman S.S.R. 1,300,000 &% 

Tadzik S.S.R. 1,550,000 

Kirgiz S.S.R. 1,550,000 10% 

1. Ukrainian sources abroad advance the higher percentage 
due to mass deportations of the Ukrainian population. 
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APPENDIX II 

Article 14 of the Fundamental Law of the USSR 

(Official Soviet copy in English, Embassy of the USSR, Wash
ington, 1945) 

The Jurisdiction of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republlcs, 
as represented by its highest organs of state authority and 
organs of government, covers: 

(a) Representation of the Union in international relations, 
conclusion and ratification of treaties with other states;^ 

(b) Ouestions of war and peace; 

(c) Admission of new republlcs into the USSR; 

(d) Control over the observance of the Constitution of the 
USSR and ensuring conformity of the Constitutions of the 
Union Republlcs with the Constitution of the USSR; 

(e) Confirmation of alteratlons of boundaries between Union 
Republlcs; 

(f) Confirmation of the formation of new Territories and 
Regions and also of new Autonomous Republlcs within 
Union Republlcs; 

(g) Organization of the defense of the USSR and direction of 
all the armed forces of the USSR; - 1 

(h) Foreign trade on the basis of state monopoly; 

(i) Safeguarding the security of the state; 

(j) Establishment of the national economic plans of the USSR; 

(k) Approval of the Single state budget of the USSR, as well 
as of the taxes and revenues which ô to the All-Union, 
Republican and local budgets; 

(1) Administration of the banks, industrial and agricultural 
establishments and enterprises and trading enterprises 
of All-Union lmportance; 

(m) Administration of transport and Communications; 

1# Amended in 1944 in favour of the Union-Repuölics. 
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(n) Direction of the monetary and credit System; 

(o) Organization of state Insurance; 

(p) Raising and granting of loans; 

(q) Establishment of the basic prlnciples for the use of 
land as well as for the use of natural deposits, 
forests and waters; 

(r) Establishment of the basic prlnciples in the spheres of 
education and public health; 

(s) Organization of a uniform System of national economic 
statistics; 

(t) Establishment of the prlnciples of labor legislation; 

(u) Legislation on the judicial System and judicial procedure; 
criminal and civil codes; 

(v) Laws on citizenship of the Union; laws on the rights 
of foreigners; 

(w) Issuing of All-Union acts of amnesty. 
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